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OVC Will Apparently
Lose Automatic Berth

K

only one game while losing five during
Big Ten and chairman of the NCAA's
the period, ranking the conference 19th
Division I basketball tournament. Was
on the list of 23 major conferences.
quoted in this morning's Louisville
Vanatta said the formula was
Courier-Journal as saying:
adopted by the NCAA executive
"The only way for a league to conduct
committee two years ago and that the
a post-season tournament and have it
OVC had attempted to prolong its
count as only one game against the
griiplementation or to extend the period
maximum of 27 is for that tourney to
to a record over the past 10 years. Bot.h
designate the league's representative
those attempts failed.
in the NCAA tournament.
"If we have lost it(the automatic bid)
Vanatta said the OVC will meet in the
the only recourse.INA year would be an
very near future to decide what action .
at-large berth," Vanatta said from his
to take on its post-season tournament.
home in Nashville.
About the only hope for the OVC to
The loss of the tournament bid coulil 4 -. retain its automatic berth would have
also mean some changes in the league's
been for the league's representative
post-season tournament.
this year to have won'at least two
games, Vanatta said. Western KenWayne Duke, commissioner of the
upset Syracuse in the first round
tucky
GLEE CLUB TO PERFORM — The Murray High School Glee Club will participate in the American Music Festival at
of _ the tournament but the loss to!
received
conevents
and
has
fund-raising
several
has
sponsored
22.
The
dub
Opryland in Nashville, April 21 and
Michigan State Thursday. night ap- •
Parker
tributions from Parker ford, Hopkinsville Federal, Purdom Oldsmobile, Bank of Murray, People's
parently shut the door on the' OVC,
Motors, and Arthur Lynch. The Girls' Chorus‘ will perform at the Gas Light Pavilion on Friday afternoon. The comVanatta indicated.
petitive event is partkipated in by choirs frcan all parts of the country. first row (from left) Vicki Herms (student
How, Duke was asked by the Courierteacher), Janet Smith, Karen Jackson, Kadista Catlett, Lawanda Moon, Kim Alley, Lissa Adams, and Joan Bowker
Journal reporter, will a league like the
(director). Second row: Renee Ilkins,‘Patrida Underhill, Tammy Ford, llo.Schmelter, Lisa Outland, Paul ICiesciw, DonOVC ever get a chance to improve its
Photo By Kaye Peebles
na Bailey, Mary Hina, Marla Alexander.
tourney record?
"By at-large bids," he was quoted as
canpotential
anti-administration
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
saying. "But it is going to be very
ex$15,000
a
questioned
didate,
had
Kentucky Democratic Party's Central
difficult.
penditure for a professional poll on the
Executive Committee, at the
Does that mean the 16 conferences in
views of Democrats. He and other
suggestion of the party's chairman, has
next year's field will be in the tourney
the
more
in
seemed
said
it
critics
approved an outside audit of the party's
all the time?
nature of a "feeler" operation on next
finances for the past two years.
-it looks that way," Duke said. .
gubernatorial
Democratie
sin
iiigis
conirrultee, mee- g Friday for
Vanatta said that should an OVC
primary.
the first time in eight months, also
team
be able to land an at-large berth it
committee
—
Senate
the
conference
committee
to
second
step
by
work
The
was amended in the Senate to delete
By T.G. MOORE
approved a plan to put receipt1 from
would have a chance of regaining the
out differences.
the separation of the checkoff funds —
registration requirements for the
Associated Press Writer
the state income tax checkoff system,
automatic bid. He said the records of
But as Rep. Hank Hancock, I)- which netted the Democrats 1128,000
also was a response to earlier criticism
motorized bicycles, several members
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — With the
conferences participating in the
the
Frankfort, observed, that process could last year, in a separate bank account,
by Atkins.
complained that House Majority
Kentucky legislature entering the final
tournament will be refigured each
for
a
bill
spell
death
for
pushing
important
auditor
was
legislation
The
Leader
Bobby
Richardson,
D-Glasgow,
which would not be used to finance
day of the 1978 session today, tension is
season based on 4e previous five
with an unwanted rider.
which would block use of such money
was not adequately explaining that and
surfacing among. lawmakers as they
candidates.
years.
no
such
Rep.
There
is
Gross
candidates.
Lindsay,
fl-Henderson,
any
for
other
Senate
amendments.
watch significant legislation either
Both steps were designed. to respond._
"With anat-large-berth weean work
-•
411Ows
rthelaWthattorriplained. ar---orie-paint Friday that: to criticism in different fields.
—
re-strietkirltiritter
"I suaest everybody Vote no until,
perish or survive.
on our percentage," Vanatta said.
taxpayer'money.
Speaker
William
collect
Kenton's
parties
to
ruling
that
both
they
slow
down
and
give
us
a
chance
to
'the last two days of the session are
Party Chairman Howard "Sunny"
Senate amendments must be voted on Hunt,in making his surprise motion for
look at these amendments," said Rep.
ostensibly reserved in both houses for
as a block unfairly handicapped an audit, spoke of "some rumblings
Joe Clarke, D-Danville, chairman of
concurrence in amendments added in
potentially good amendments if . they abOut expenditures."
the Appropriations and Revenue
the other chamber. But a barrage of
were considered in th.e same vote with a
Committee.
Senate
and
House
The reference apparently was to
bills remain on the
objectionable aliendment.
"I'm doing the best I can,"
calendars and they can be voted on by a
Congressman Carroll Hubbard of
Lindsay asked Kenton, DLetington, Mayfield, who has written a series of
Richardson replied. "They're not my
suspension of the rules.
if that were also the practice in the "Dear Sonny" letters criticizing cerbills. If you don't want to concur, it suits
This leaves little time for thorough
upper chamber, but Kenton said he did tain expenses Hunt has authorized.
me."
study of amendments that have been
not
know. The House defeated 59-11 a
refuses
to
concur
in
If
either
chamber
The congressman was not due in
added by the other chamber. The
motion hy Lindsay to recess Kenton Frankfort until later in the day for a
an amendment, the measure is
situation prompted some complaints
reported on the senate's procedure.
returned to the chamber that added the
scheduled fundraising dinner following
among House members Friday as
Representatives later were informed the executive committee meeting, and
amendment and is asked to recede. It
Senate amendments to House-passed
that the Senate, too, votes on amend- hence, no confrontation occurred.
that body does not recede the amendbills came up for concurrence votes.
ments collectively.
ment, the issue is put before-a HouseBut there were some sharp questions
During voting on a moped bill, which
by committee members on the purported lack of information given them
on expenditures.
This resulted in an agreement by
Hunt to notify the committee of any
"reaSonahle" expenses that might be
incurred.
Hubbard is a possible candidate for
governor next year against state
Backers of the Senate amendment Commerce Commissioner Terry
threat of a veto by Gov. Julian Carroll
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API — The
said they are designed to reduce workresulted Friday in the rejection by the
complicated issue of how to control
McBrayer,_ who_ is sopported by Gov.
men's compensation insurance rates. Julian Carroll and Hunt.
Kentucky House of Senate amendments
workmen's compensation insurance
Rep. Herbie Deskins, D-Pikeville,
•limiting benefits in an effort to reduce
premiums while providing adequate
State Auditor George Atkins, another
premiums.
claimed the original bill would have
benefits to workers injured on the job lowered workmen's compensation
The House voted 48-38 in favor of a
was to be resolved today in a Houserates 35 percent and the amendments
motion by Majority Floor Leader
Senate conference committee.
would discriminate against theworker
not
to
D-Glasgow,
Richardson,
Bobby
As expected,intense lobbying and the ,
One Section-L10 Pages
who loses a leg or arm and cannot
concur with the amendments. The dis4
Business
Page
return to full _working abililty.
puted bill now goes to a conference
.8,9
Classifieds
However, Rep. Dolly McNutt, Dcommittee of both houses.
a
Crosswords
Paducah, said the amendments "are
The Senate amendments, approved
Comics
fair and are needed to return Kentucky
fast Friday to an administration work2
Dear Abby
to a competitive status in the search for
men's compensation bill, would limit
10
Funerals
Deaths&
much needed industry."
- The United Campus Ministry, whose
the length of time benefits are paid to
6,7
2
•
..4
Fins
facility on North 15th Street, Murray,. -partially permanantly disabled
Sen. William L. Sullivan, I)Horosopes
Henderson, leader of the move to
Was recently gutted by fire, has temworkers injured on the job to 10 years.
2
Let's Stay Well
porarily relocated on the second floor of
chate the law in the Senate, said the
Such workers are now paid work2
Local
Scene
limi of benefits would halt the „sharp
Ordway Hall on the Murray State
men's compensation benefits for life,
3
Opinion Page
inrise
in
compensation
University campus.
workmen's
even if they later return to work.
5
Sports
surance premiums which be claimed
Staff officers will tie housed adjoining
Opponents of the amendment
-and
are
driving
state
industry
from
the
-the Counseling and Testing Center in
._coinpromise
,, :harged it violated a
hindering the search for new industry.
Ordway Hall which is-located at North
agreement between labor, industry and
Rep. Ed Holloway, R-Louisviile,
15th and Olive Streets, just one block
the governor.
Mostly fair tonight. Not as cold
north of the UCM building. Telephones
agreed, saying, "I have seen the new
Richardson told the Houle he had
with
lows in the low to mid 40s.
have been installed in the offices with
Plant expansions planned for Kentuc ky
been authorized by Carroll to- inform
Sunny and pleasant Sunday.
753-3531.
number,
canceled and I have seen industNal
the UCM's old
them he would veto ,the bill in its
Highs in the upper 50s to low 60s,
The Wednesday luncheon programs
rospects pulled. away from the state ''
amended foYm "before he goes to
but turning pooler 'during the
the
Wednesday
in
,,,,
next
resume
Rep. Willard Allen, R-Morganto
will
church on Sunday."
SpECIAL FUNDS — Jeff Norsworthy, left, and jimmy Norsworthy buy raf-afternoon. Winds, becoming
Winslow cafeteria training room. Staff
said he had never seen such 1-ic.% y
Richardson Said that would infle tickets for the Remington 1100 shotgun to be given away on Saturday,
increasing
and
southwest
south
to
members at the campus ministry inlobbying and "horse trading.- lie
validate the original bill- worked out
March 25. Proceeds from the raffle will go to the Murray-Calloway County.
to 10 to 20 miles iier hour and
clude Bill Porter, Fred Morton, Steve
called on the legislators "to see if
during the interim and workmen's
Special Olympics basketball teams to help finance their trip to the Special
tonight.
gusty
Davenport, and Martin Mattingly.
governor has enough backbone to \
compensation insurance rates "will go
Olympics state tournament in Frankfort March 31 to April 2. Tickets may be
this bill.''
UCM secretary is Deanna Wolf.
out the ceiling."
purchased from team members, Charlie Warren and David Gallagher.
The Ohio Valley Conference's
automatic berth in the NCAA postseason basketball tournament may be a
thing of the past, under a plan to cut the
number of automatic bids in the 32team field from 21 to 16 next season.
Bob Vanatta, OVC commissioner,
ThlirthU—iii-Vtllifg '-a -telephone- in-.
terview that dropping the conference's
automatic bid "is not official yet" but
added "I think it's pretty much
assured."
The formula divised by the NCAA's
executive committee is based on the
performance of the automatic berth
leagues during the Pastfive post-season
tournaments. The OVC, of which
Murray State is a member, has won

Democratic Party Okays
Outside Audit Of Funds

Tension Surfaces Among Solons
As Assembly Enters Final Day

Complicated Workman's Comp
Issue Expected To Be Decided

today's index

UCM Relocates
In Ordway Hall

fair and sunny

p

An AP News Analysis

Carroll And Industry Reps Clash Over Workman's Comp Bill
By SY RAMSEY
-Associated- Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP)
Some clays ago Gov. Julian Carroll,
furious at the Senate's slashing of his
workmen's compensation bill, put out
word to two representatives of industry
that he wanted lo see them in his office.
As the story is told, the two entered
the office from the front and -sat
waiting. Carroll came in through a back
entrance, stared at them for half a
Minute and said: "Try me." Then,
witivout another word, the governor

- went o t again the back way.
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce hack compensation increases. Also, the McBrayer, the governor's favorite to
_anecdote _seems to underline down_ from_their incicienee on. clmni..L.5 _administration will __pump_ _another-18 -mac-coed-nun in 1979_
T
wh4 a handwritten letter from'the that they feel would stem the cunti'.- million into a fund which would tielp
McBrayer would take the adverse
gov rnor also has said = that he will ually rising premiums for which tn,
fallout from any: veto or failure to veto,
lower ekiployer premiums.
veto y compensation bill which goes pay in full for protection of )k''.'But inTrustry has gone for broke in drawing anger from industry or labor
drninistration version.
beyoo
related injuries.
-trying to reduce benefits for the whichever occurs.
The letter was sent this week to Sen.
,
In the final two days of the SeSSI '
Carroll's letter specified the precise
disabled, among other amendments,
Lowell Hughes, D-Ashland, but copies the juggling is occurring on t%) with the goal of cutting premiums fur- conditions under which he would veto
were distributed by mistake to other measures — House Bills 41 and 35ii
ther.
any measure and what he would accept.
legislators.
The administration is trying to Icc)
Meantinw, the furious lobbying by
That has precipitated the clash with
It is handwritten, which underscores the legislation within previously •tt Carroll. The AIX and chamber are labor and business interests conhnues
its importance to Carroll, and it bounds.
testing the governor's igfent to veto, into the finaurrie Odds on the
v knowing full well that in either event administration.
reiterates whathe already has said— a . If that happens, certain case
veto is in the works unless the 4soei- would be repealed which almost r - the problem would embarrass state
"The governor has shown us he can
ated Industries of Kenlucky an4 the tainly will lead to future worknie 3 Commerce Commissioner Terry get more than 50 House votes on

anything overnight,- one lobbyist said
Friday._.'iSo_lguesshellAethis_ivay on
v.oriunen's compensation."
The crisis has been caused by soaring
premium rates
more than 1,000
percent in the past eight years.
Industry contends drastic measures,
induiling some restrictions on benefits,
are necesAary to cope with a trend it
v.arns will drive businesses from
Kentucky.
Rot Law insists that Compared with
other states. Kentucky workers do not
receive adequate benefits even with the
high premium costs.

,
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Your Individual
Horoscope

EilasIngame, M I)

Hair Dyes And Cancer

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, MARCH 19, 1978
Get all promises in writing.
Others will respect you, if fair
tomorrow be? To find out what
but firm. A slight disapthe stars say, read the forecast
pointment could eventually
given for your birth Sign.
redound.to your benefit, so
patience!
ARIES
AQUARIUS44
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 11.
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
DO not let the unfamiliar keep
Caution will be your ally now.
you from accepting it on that
Be wary - and a shrewd obbasis alone, - Where you
server. A so-called friend may
carefully check for flaws and
be trying some unsavory
find none, invite the innovation.
maneuvers. Watch and wait TAURUS
and you will emerge victorious.
t Apr. 21 to May 21)
PISCES
Your artistry and creativity
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xer
stimulated. A time to -dress
A good time to take the
up" old ideas and methods and
initiative
in business matters, to
make them More attractive.
express independence of
GEMINI - - mr
.
"-- --thought' and action. You are
( May 72 to June 21)
sometimes too hesitant for your
Fine influences! You should
own good.
be able to hurdle almost any
obstacle now, but curb tenYOU BORN TODAY are
dencies toward emotionalism
endowed with a keenly
and impulsiveness.
analytical mind and a lovable
nature; are a philosopher at
CANCER
heart - adaptable to almost
(June 22 to July 23)2ROO
any environment in which you
Do not become frustrated
find yourself. You are a born
over possible delays or
teacher and love intellectual
disappointments. And DO
pursuits; are also inventive and
Watch the "little thingS" which
meticulous about details. You
could cause- inhecessary
make excellent scientists,
friction in close circles.
entertainers, statesmen and
LEO
seamen;
are
a
true
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
humanitarian and could be the
You can expect a pleasant
pillar of yoar community.
day, with associated full of good
Birthdate of: Wm. Jennings
will and congeniality. Day
Bryan,"silver-tongued orator,"
especially favors community
U.S. statesman; Ursula lite
affairs, cultural interests and
dress, film star; Wzett Eari
SoCig functions.--

What kind of day will -'

' 0: Mrs. G. D. says that
she is ''approaching 50
years of age and has been
dyeing her hair for several
years. Recent news stdries
,have made. her worry
-whether such dyeing may
:increase her chances of
having some form of can-

stitute recently announced
that, according to the rewhether hair dyes contrib- sults of "very preliminary"
tests on laboratory aniute to the increase in inmals, five chemicals, not
stances of cancer has been
used in all hair dyes liout in
under study for years, and
the answer remains uncer- some, are carcinogenic.
Additional studies will be
tain at,this time.
made. If they are positive,
The National (lancer Inthey will be turned over to
the Food and Drug Adminwhich
istration (FDA
OS
could propose warning la• I•
•••
bels to make consumers
••-•-•1
aware of possible dangers.
The FDA is prewitly
looking at the evidence on
a sixth chemical - ( 4methoxy-m-phenyldediamine) to see whether a
By Abigail Van Buren
warning label should be
required for its possible
carcinogenic effects, according to a report in "The
Wall Street Journal."
The cosmetic industry
questions the results of
these animal studies and
contends that "there are
were
a
I
thought
you
DEAR ABBY: I'm ashamed ot you.
flaws" in these
serious
liberated woman, but you are still clinging to sexist
experiments. The amounts
• : stereotypes.
aniI refer to a recent column in which you advised a or chemicals used in
be
said
to
are
testing
mal
clergyMAN.
talketo
her
love-starved wife to
greater
than
times
many
, In case you haven't) heard. Abby, we now hate
the amount to which a
clergyWOlt1EN.. Please update your__ vocallider,,y.-.,
person is exposed in the
- I recently received a letter from my bishop in which I
use_of hair dyes,„ Also, the
.
,
4J
Palgter,2:
"..80.--evenk-bighops
lapse. However, I will forgive you if in the future you say, skin is a barrier and does
"Talk to your clergyPERSON." Otherwise. I shall send the not permit any significant
next clergyMAN reference I see in your column to MS. degree of absorption, according to industry spqkesMagazine.
I am a United Methodist minister and a full member of men.
The Cosmetic, Toiletry
the Iowa Conference of the United Methodist Church. As
an Iowa native, you must have grown up Around and Fragrance Association
(CTFA IN a cosmetics inMethodists.
dustry -trade group, also
Sign me...
questions, "massive feedLADY PREACHER: ARLINGTON,IOWA
ing tests of the chemicals
DEAR _LADY: Not only did I grow up around
as a definitiye indicator of
Methodists, I attended a fine Methodist College in Sioux
human risk."
City. Iowa -Morningside.
Also, the CITA believes
Report me to MS. Magazine if you wish, but I'm not
that epidemiological data
ready for "clergyPERSON" yet.
are needed to show a relaMen culpa, mea maxima Mem. (I learned that when I
tionship between hair dyes
took CATHOLIC instruction in Eau Claire. Wisc.)
and cancer. The association believes that the milDEAR ABBY: You suggest that when personal
lions of users show no
belongings and articles of clothing keep disappearing from
measured difference in the
patients in a nursing home, one shotild "demand an _instances of cancer above
investigation!"
nonusers.
Abby, senile patients give clothing to other patients and
In other words, the pre- •
leave articles in lounges, dining rooms and other patients' liminary evidence is sugrooms. Some even throw „their belongings in the
gestive, but not conclusive,
.wastebaskets!
that any relationship exists
I
And guess , What!.- Many -gentle residents have been
between the use of hair
known to send their bed linen and clothing horrte with
dyes and cancer. More resenile spouses, relatives and visiting friends.
search and observation are
Is the elderly patient happy, well-cared for, clean and
needed.
things
to
look
for
in
a
given kind attention? These are the
nursing home.
Let's praise the folks who work in these .homes and do
their best in a situation where the general public is eager
to think the worst and criticize.
ON THE POSITIVE SIDE
She ask for comment.
41: The questioh of

Deon.

Complaint From
A 'Clergyperson':

.12fica

VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept, 23) UPIIL
- A splendid period in which to
renew affectionate ties through
mutual interests and pleasures.
Your
domestic
affairs
especially favored.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Unless careful, you could
become inextricably involved in
a most undesirable situation.
Don't play games with
another'semotions-no matter
how stimulating it may seem at
the moment. •
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
A bit of friendly advice could
mushroom into a profitable
move. Don't pesitate to grab the
chance when you get it.
•
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dee. 21)
A pleasant surprise due. You
finally receive assurance that
your ideas are sound and will be
carried out - bringing a
tremendous increase in your
prestige.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi

An

nt,&

ie4i0 _

Your Individual
Horoscope

DEAR ON: It takes a special kind of loving, caring

Sunday, March 111,
Virgin Chapter Number 55,

FOR MONDAY,MARCH 20, 1978
What kind of day will LEO
tomorrow be? To find out what (July 24 to Aug. 23)
DEAR ABBY: Here is some help for HELPLESS, whose
With your personality and
the stars say, read the forecast
partially senile mothef is in a nursing home. Her mother's
given for your birth
persuasiveness, you can be an
- clothes keep disappearing, and HELPLESS says, "Either
effective influence in areas
ARIES
the patients or the help are stealing."
where stumbling blocks have
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 201
4f-i4EL-FILESE's--mother becomes-voingletelk` senila:
been raisech--- Yaps -spirit- of
A
new
approaCh
may
Ix
• my mother is.. now, she' will find her mother's closet
enterprise stimulated.
needed in some areas, in order
VIRGO
starting to fill with strange items as her own disappear.
to cope with unexpectec (
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 119%
She and the othe,r senile patients in nursing homes are
situations but day, on the whole
Study propositions and the
no longer able ,to recognize anything that belongs to
stimulates incentive, can bring
people behind them. Neither
• them -including their own rooms.
advancement.
make agreements too quickly
Now I realize that the staff cannot possibly keep
TAURUS
nor dally until you lose chances.
everyone's belongings straight, short of hourly inspec(Apr. 21 to May 21)
•••
tions. Last week one- nurse was trying desperately-to-- Tact and finesse should help Use that good judgment of
. locate the owner of a set of dentures left under a potted
you to attain ends you could not
LIBRA
palm!
achieve by force. Be especially
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
diplomatic in dealings with
.SON IN ENGLEWOOD:FLA.
Pull up the reins rather than
superiors.
rush ahead helter-skelter. You
GEMINI
DEAR ABBY: You wrote: "In teaching children_ to
could get into trouble if you use
( May 22 to June 21)
respect others. EXAMPLE is the best teacher."
the wrong tactics. Heed your
Mercury
not
too
helpful
now.
• 'True. And that caused me to recall George Bernard
Be circpinspect'in writings, creative urges.
Shaw's famous quip: "If you mustlhold yourself up to your
careful in-signing papers, alert SCORPIO
children as an object lesson, hold yourself up as a
if traveling. 'Accuracy essen- (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 111
,et
WARNING-and not as an EXAMPLE.tial!
Organize your program so as
ARTHUR H. PRINCE:
CANCER
to eliminate time-wasting
-(June22 to July 23)
confusion. A good activity day
Make an extra effort to get for those born under this Sign.
secret
of
Do you wish you had more friends? For the
things off to a better start or a SAGITTARIUS
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
much improved work Week. ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with
And don't overlook ANY new
When you believe in anything,
opportunity, no matter how
self-addressed, stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
your enthusiasm is so intense it
,
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
is contagious, so make sure you
are correct. A day in which your
a••••••••••••.
•
-influence will be strongly felt.
CAPRICORN
-(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) id
Paid Advertisement)
Good Saturn influences. Intellectual and creative pursuits
should be stimulated. Do not
overestimate your set-up,
however. All gains won't come
at once.
•
AQUARIUS
"ws
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) •-••••••
Some dubious schemes may
be suggested. Be alert - and
reject promptly. Also, avoid
--unconventional behavio_extremes in word or deed.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
One of those mixed periods
which can bring both the
everyday and the unusual. Seek
expert advice and opinions to
There are those who prefer the new proposed post ofcope with the latter.

ti24g

xck

Times by 5:36 p.m. Meador
Miry se by 3:30 p. ••Safer
days we orged fe cal 753-1916
betweee 5:30 p. m. eiW 6 p.m.,
Mendry-fridwy, et 3:31 p.m.
end 4p. a. Seterdeys, to leers
delivery el tbe newspaper. Cidis
west be pieced by 6 p.m. wish
okrys ir 4 p.m. Switirdsys to
genrentee &Beery;

Night Walking

Visual capability is greatly
reducefi at night. When it's
particularly dark outside an
airroftio.bile may be
delineated only by its
headlights, especially if
moving at a fast speed.

PHOTO
SPECIALS

Country Music Show will be
field at seven p.m. at the East
Elementary School. Chili will
be served from 5:30 to seven
p.m. prior to the supper by the
East FTC.

2e4.• WM: aWNt/isc 1:5

Anyone who must walk at
night should wear white or
Sunday,March 19
light clothing, carry a
District I of Business and
flashlight or lantern, or
Professional Women's Clubs
utiliz-e
perhaps
will meet at the coinmanity
retro-reflective Material.
the Peoples Bank of
Dnvers should reduce their' room of
Murray at two p.m. with the
speed and be alert for _ any
moving object along the read. Murray club

The Land Bank
...money to keep
-agriculture strong
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The Land Bank is owned and operated
_ by the people who use it...farmers and
ranchers like yourself. Land Bank people
speak your language. You can count
on them to understand your long-term
credit needs.
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

LAND BANK
44.40-mhoo

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

We Male 1,242Rocking Chairs
Wailing Just For You AI•.

Aft
THE MURRAY THEATRES

Sterts Tonite
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Starts Tonite
For 4119 Weeks

Ancient secrets
oflost fortune...
all hidden at

An expenence in temps'ond suspense
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11001111ATED FOR 5)
ACADEMY AWARDS!

WALT DISMCY

CANDLESHOE

"ONE OF THE BEST F1CRJRFS
OF THE YEAR7
he
,Nt 4...AZ0.a

1

DAVID RIVEN. HELEN HAVES.
JOOIE FOSTER. LEO hicKERN

YOU' BORN TODAY are a

2

-

•

Pisces-Aries cuspal (one born

GIRL
°

at the change of Signs) and, as
such, are endowed with great
versatility, inventiveness and
an outgoing 'personality. You
are Industrious, idealistic in
your- ambitions, sympathetic to
the underprivileged and extremely capable in emergencies. You have excellent
business ability and a great love
of beauty, so that if you do not
choose one of the arts as a
career, yQU will probably
choose one- probably music pr

.,

literature

ACHARD IVEYFUSS
MARSHA MASON

7 20,I 25
4- 2 ID Sat Sup

I •

[pp) .

•MVO
Platale.0.
•ell,••1 3e0mu,00
Afta
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Konin DOUGLAS Ca.
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Soon

,

Late Show Fri: & Sat. 11:40 p.m.)

THE FEVER
IS SPREADIP0G,

IN
.

S/ITUTIDAY NIGHT)

—FE VER ..

AIM, Entertainment 111 Or Iher Only

as an avocation._

• -_---..::: 0

At A Mem,Theatre

(

a

•

meet at 7:30 p. m at the club
house with Dr. Keith Heim as
speaker.

Horse and mule pull will
Golden Circle Sunday
begin at five p.m. in the West School, Class of Memorial
Kentucky Livestock and Baptist Church will have a
Exposition Ccpter. For in- tasting party at the home of
formation - call- Ed Maddox, Mary Graves at six p.m.
7534886.
Douglas Civic Improvement
Saturday, march Is
Club will meet at the Douglas
Chili supper will be served Community Center at seven
freka six to eight p.m. by the
In.
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship at the South
Pleasant Grove Church with
If you have to walk during the cost being•$1.50 for adults
hours of darkness, make sure and 21.00 for children for chili,
that drivers can see you.
pie, and drink.

e

•

of

"•

Bluegrass State CB Club
Monday,March 20
will meet at the hall over
Easter Egg Hunt will be Wallis Drugs at 7:30 p. m.
held at the Story Hour at
Saturday, March 18
Calloway County Humane
Square and round dancing Douglas Center at three p. m.
Society will meet on the
will be held at the Woodmen of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free spcond floor of the Murray
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
and Accepted Masons will City Hall at-seven p. m.Nete
Chapter M of the P.E.O. will meet at the lodge hall at 7:30 change from Public Library.
have a business meeting and Po- M.
an anniversary luncheon at
COun ty
Galloway
Stone Age lake dwellers lived
twelve- noon-- at- the home 44-- Association-for-a Retarded---along the- edges of lakes liv
Mrs. John Quertermous.
Citizens will meet in the Switzerland and in the northern
second fldor auditorium of the part of Italy.
Open horse show,sponsored Special Education Building,
by Hardin and South Marshall Murray State University, at
Riding Clubs, will be held at 7:30 p. m,
MISS YOUR PAPER?
the West Kentucky Livestock
Sobsalbess who Isere eof
and Exposition Center. For
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
received their beene-ileilvered
information call Gary Fulton, the Health Center, North 7th
espy .4Th. lawny Ledger &
437-4408.
and Olive, at seven p. m.

Ari

fice be located in the downtown area.
1. Where the four largest mailers are located (other than
the university which has its own post office).
2. In the same area as the court house and city hall.
3. To keep the downtown area alive. If for any reason you
prefer that the new proposed post office be located downtown then please sign and return the postage-paid card included in carrier-delivered copies of today's newspaper.
W. R. Furches, councilman

Theta
'urry

invites the public for Palm
Sunday at 3:00 at the Freewill
Baptist Church with the Rev.
Richard Drew officiating.

1,4

Where Do You
Want A New
Post Office?

Monday,March NI
Department

.

Carom

Frances Drake

person to work in a nursing home. For another "positive"
view, read on:

Saturday, March
Car wash will be held by the
Choirs of the Calloway 114 I I
High School at the Standard
Station on Highway 121
Bypass from eight a.m. to five
p.m. Tickets are three dollars
for interior and exterior and
two dollars for exterior only.

.

*

"Annie
Heir'
5 Academy

Nominations
*

1
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Echoes From The Past

Looking Back

By Judy Maupin
4

JO Years Ago

Family Notes and Inquiries
For some time I have been promising
to use one column to catch up on
Deaths reported include Gus Adolph
Jerry Prescott died March 17 from
inquiries which have been sent to me,
burns suffered in an explosion on Hall, age 83, Mrs. Mary Jane Parker,
along with information about families
March 15. The name, Jerry Pritchett, age 23, and Billy Joe Thornton, infant
in this area. This week I. am going to
was listed in the 10- years-ago column on- SOW.
print some cornments from readers,
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip D. Mitchell
Thursday_ and Friday.
along with.-requests_.fOr Information
The largest draft call since the announce the engagement of their
which readers may be able to help with.
Korean War for Calloway County will daughter, Phyllis Lynne, to Lester
First of all, I received an interesting
be on April 8, according to Mrs._Gussie Glenn Nanny, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
letter from a former Murray resident
Adams of the Local Board No. 10 of the Lester G. Nanny.
dealing with several cemeteries which
Dan Miller's pointer bird dog won top
Selective
Service.
Seventeen
no longer exist. The first was the Wells
registrants will be sent for induction honors over 48 entries in the field trials
cemetery, located on what was called
held
at
along with 15 local meri'and-20 transfers
Paducah. Miller is from Lynn
Pool Hill, which evidently is the site
Grove.
for pre-physical examinations.
directly behind the Murray-Calloway
County hospital. Some time ago, a
reader had written to ask if I knew what
had become of this cemetery and if I
knew
who had been buried there.
The Murray State College Library Bureau, according to Leon Chambers,
According to my source, the
will hold open house on March 21 as a president, Noble Cox. membership'
cemetery, Which was in the grove of
part of the observance of National .1.hairman.
Pine Trees on what is now Bob Miller's
Library Week. Staff members include
Births reported include a girl, Ann
property, had been destroyed some
Woodbridge, Jean Wiggins, Elaine, to Mr. and Mrs. William S. Foy
time ago. Supposedly the following
Dorothy Denham, Ann Cohron, and on March 13.
persons were buried there: members of
Mayme Anderson.
The Murray Knights, regional
the Claiborn Wells family, Robert
Deaths reported include Mrs: Viola champion of the Atomic Valley
P'Pool, some Fraziers, and Mary
Miller, age ?4.
independent Basketball League, closed
Martin Bailey, first wife of Henry R.
A special membership drive is being the season with a win over the Hardin
Bailey
and daughter of Rufus and
held by the Calloway County Farm team.
Harriett Williams Martin. This last
burial was said to have taken place in
the late 1890's.
. With regard to the Scherfield
cemetery,in the northeast corner of the
Brewers beat Clark County in its first
"Hansel and Gretel" to be presented by
county, which also contains no stones,
game of the Kentucky High School
the first six grades of New Concord
although the graves are visible, the
Basketball Tournament at Louisville.
High..School on March 19 are James
following people were buried there.
Players are Cope, V. Mathis, Owens,
Edd Farris, Lucy Ann Forrest, Billy
Katherine and David Sherfield, and'
Creason, Thweatt, . T. .Mathis, and
Roberts, Joanna Allbritten, Beverly
Jane Scherfield Fulton, wife of William
Darnell.
Bonner, Billy Allbritten, and Kay
Fulton, who is buried in the old Jones
An advisory Council of the Calloway
Farrell.
cemetery.
County 4-H Clubs was organized for the
Mary Ellis, Yvonne Paschall, Doris
There is supposed to be a Dr.
purpose of aiding and coordinating the
Adams, Pat Jones, Tom Cunningham,
Nuckolls buried in a single grave in the
4-H movement in Calloway County,
Kathryn Garland, Charles Magness,
vicinity of Wadesboro. If anyone can
according to S. V. Foy and Rachel
Wanda Crouse, Bobbie Salmon, Zane
locate this stone, I would appreciate'
Rowland.
Cunningham, and R. L. Usrey are
knowing how to find it. It is supposedly
Births reported include a girl,
members of the cast of the freshman
Marjorie Dianne, to Mr. and Mrs.
class play, -The Funny Brats," to be - near the Wadesboro cemetery, but not
in it. Dr. Nuckolls was a physician in
Morris Wilson on March 16.
presented at Kirksey High School on
'
the-1840's- • ,
Mernbersof the cast of the operetta, -Mareh-26:- •
•
Another correspondent is interested
in tracing the family of Joseph Lane
and Nancy Elizabeth Futrell(she was a
Thomas).They owned the old Brick Inn
Calloway County tobacco and cotton
Births reported include a boy W Mr.
at Canton at one time, probably about
growers endorsed the new farm bill — and Mrs. Courtney Starks on March 14.
the turn of the century. I believe that
an amended feature of AAA — by an
T. C. Arnett, Garland Murphy,
Joseph Lane was the son of Solomon
overwhelming majority in the CarrriOn Parks, -Kelly Rogers, _Ruth
Futrell, but can find no trace of their
referendum held in the county Richmond, LaNellg 'Siress, Vernon
marriage or of Nancy's family. On her
precincts IMarch 12.
Trevathan and dough Venable are
gravestone in East End Cemetery at
Deaths reported this week include
students from Calloway County
Cadiz, she is called Lizzie, so this may
James G. Jackson, age 89, T. W. enrolled this semester at the University
be of some help.
Weston, age 72, Mrs. Joe Lamb, age 75, of Kentucky, Lexington.
Another reader from Fltryear
-TrirTfer McCage, age 57, and Jim
George ICI:Baker, in charge-Orland
trying to trace the historybzifico,
Burton, age 70.
acquisition office of the Tennessee
Kentucky. When he remem ed the
Theron Riley of ICirksey was one of Valley Authority located here, and Dr.
community, as a yolith, it was located
ten men named as lettermen of the James H. Richmond, president of
at the edge of the Tennessee River,
Murray State College basketball team
Murray State College, spoke on the
some thirty years ago. But he does
by Coach Carlisle Cutchin. The team
advantages to the area through the
remember both gtvhdfathers — Ellis
captured third place in Kansas City's construction of Gilbertsville Dam atothe
and Tucker — being buried in a large
annual National Collegiate Basketball meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
cemetery, which could mean the
Tournament.
Sharpe beat Heath for the chamPalestine cemetery. Can anyone help
Elected as new officers of the Murray pionship of the First Regional High
him out?
Woman's Club were Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, School Basketball Tournament here
I am always willing to help readers
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, Mrs. W. H. and will go to the state tournament at
trace lost family members or put them
Mason, Mrs. C. L. Sharborough-, Mrs, Lexington. •
in touch with Others who can help. Just
George Hart, and Mrs. C. C. Farmer.
drop a line in care of the Ledger and
Times and I will do the best Lean. And if
anyone knows .any more about the
cemeteries discussed In this column.
especially dateS,- I would be grateful to
Work is progressing . rapidly on
The educational appropriation bill
receive
these. There is another
Murray's
new
hotel
which
is
to
be
,which recently passed both houses of
cemetery,
now demolished, which I air
completed by July 1.
the state legislature provided that the
interested in learning about, called the
Deaths reported this week include
share for Murray State Teachers
Grogan cemetery, near the Chestnut
Mrs. Clint Warren, age 16, and James
College for the next two years would be
Oak firetower; if anyone has inM. Thornton, age 76.
$250,000, according to Dr. Rainey T.
formation about it, please let me know
Judge T. R. Jones presided at the
Wells, president...
Another writer from Houston is inmeeting of the Calloway County Fiscal
terested in finding out about her greatCourt. Road graders will begin grading
Murray Ledger & Times
great-grandmother Sarah McDaniel—
county roads on April 30.
she later married James Miles in 1833
Murray Chief of PoliceJ. F. Hays and
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
and moved to Texas in 1866. This line is
the Murray City Council has an ad this
Editor
R. Gene McCutcheon
tied in with the Hodge family of Trigi;
week asking all chicken owners not to
The Murray Ledger & 'Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Ou-istCounty.
let
them
run
at
large
on
any
property
mas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving by
Also, if anyone has any inforrnatihn
other than their own.
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
about Ira Fox,once sheriff of Callowa
The
Wickliffe
boys
and
the
Bardwell
Murray,Ky.4=1.
County,I would be interested in it. Mrs
girls won the Regional Basketball
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
Tom Williams wrote that his parent:,
Tournaments here and will go to
By mall in Calloway County and to Benton, Harare buried in unmarked graveson the
Lexington for the state tournaments. T.
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Th, $17.50 per
Falwell
property near FrieAdshir
i
Sledd
and
Walter
Woods were touryear. By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
church. Does anyone have their names
nament scorers.
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
and the dates of their birth and death
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
(Aso have a copy of the 1935 Bullet;',
Association,
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
put out by the Little, River Bapti,',
republish local news originated by The Murray
Association, held at Boyd's Hill Baptist
'Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
"Then entered Satan into ludas surTELKPH(1NE NUMBERS
Church, Trigg County. If anyone wl-H
number
of
the
being
Iscariot
named
Business Office
,
7S-1-191,
had family from there would _like th.ClassifiedAdvertising
of the twelve." 1;ike 22:3
.... 753-1316
Retail (Display') Advertising
753-1919
booklet, I will leave it at the Ledger &
one walks with the Lord
c(owr
Tht
Circulation
753-1916
Times Office and it will be ,given to-ft*
the less the risk of being led astr:“f
News and Sports Dept
753-1918
first one who cornesJok
,jy..V!ar.14_

10
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20 Years Ago

30 Years Ago
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40 Years Ago

50 Years Ago

Bible Thought

LEGAL NOTICE OF A HIGHWAY DESIGN HEARING
CONCERNING THE PROPOSED HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
ON 12TH STREET (US 641) IN MURRAY
&Highway Design Public Hearing is scheduled for Wednesday, March 22, 1978 at 7:00.P.M., prevailing local time, at the
Special Education-Auditorium; 16th StreetrinMtirray, Kentueky. The-purpose of the hearing is to afford all interested or
int
affected persons an opportunity to become informed about the proposed highwait.. nr_pjeCly,/hicli
provement of a section of US 641 through Murray.
All persons interested in this project are invited to attend and express their ideas relative to the social, economic and environmental effects the project as planned will have upon individuals and business organizations in the area and the community.
The proposed project would begin at Sycamore Street and extend North along US 641 (12th Street, to the intersection
with Utterback Road,a distance of 2.5 miles.
Projects exhibits will be on display for public review at the City Hall Council Room in Murray, Kentucky on March 21,
1978 from 9:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M_Bureau of Highways' personnel will be present to discuss the proposed project and
respond tO questions while the exhibits are on display.
The Final Environmental Statement along with maps, plans and other pertinent data concerning the proposal are
available for public inspection at the Highway District Office, located approximately 5 miles East of Paducah, Kentucky
on US62-68.
Exhibits and other pertinent information developed by the Bureau of Highways and written views received from local,
State and Federal agencies and other public officials will be reviewed and discussed by the Bureau Representatives at the
public hearing and will be available for inspection and copying. The procedure and tentative schedule for acquiring right
of way and the Relocation Assistance Program will also be discussed during the public hearing.
Written and oral statements and other exhibits will be accepted at the public hearing and
record. Additional statements may be submitted to the District Office at the Bureau of Highw.
Kentucky 42001, within ten ('10) days after the public hearing.

ade a

f the hearing
Box 3010, Paducah,

The public hearing is being conducted pursuant to the Federal Highway Act, 23 U. S. C., its revisions and as required by
the U.S. Department of Transportation's Policy and Procedure Memorandum 20-8 dated January 14, 1969.

ROBERT W. NOOSES
District Engineer

,
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w
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Mutray ausiness News 131left
Needle Woman Fabrics Store
Opens In Central Center

I NTEGON
1:

\i.i

ll);; 1 11

KING
INSURANCE
SERVICE, INC

Integon and David King have recently moved their offices from 905 Sycamore to 901
Sycamore, formerly Guv Spann Realty. Above are David and Leland King in front of
their new offices.

Integon Insurance
Moves Offices
The Murray offices of
Integon and King Insurance
have recently moved from 905
, Sycamore to 901 Sycamore.
According to David King,
regional representative for
Integon Insurance, the larger
facilities at the new location
will provide many additional

services for clients. Conference rooms, convention
space, and a larger parking
area are now available. The
expanded offices will also
permit the employment of
additional personnel by the
Agency.
The new office complex will

DANK NOTES
In Sweden, when silver
and gold were scarce,
copper was minted into
large, bulky coins. In
1656 the first paper
money was issued and
readily accepted as better than the heavy copper money.

by Bill Boyd

Ilred of carrying all that heavy money? Open a
checking account and use safe, convenient checks instead of cash.

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY f

•
%It•riltx•r F1)11'

be a regional office for Integon
and will serve as a training
center for new agents. This
training Will be coordinated
with the Cooperative and
Experiential educaton
program at Murray State
University. The offices will
also be used as a Chartered
Life Underwriter School for
all agents in portions of
Western Kentucky
David King has been in
business as an insurance
agent since August 15, 1973.
His first office was in the
building he -presently occupies. In May, 1975, expansion of the business was
necessary and Mr. King's
offices were moved to 905
Sycamore.
Mr. King has now returned
td-"hiS- -Ofiginal building and
says it ,is great to be back
home. He plans to be in his
present location for a long
time to come.

KY

Insurance.
Ask us about
the new
comprehensiv
Multi-Medica policy.

Home Sweet Home
•

••••.
./'

The Needlewoman Fabrics texture of the materials.
Store is having its Grand
•'.We carry three lines of
Opening this week at the patterns, and when the new
Central Center Shopping monthly pattern honks arrive.
Center.
we'll make the past month's
The new store will carry a books available to the neighcomplete inventory of home borhood schools' sewing
sewing needs at moderate classes," said Mrs. Wells.
prices and will be open 9-8
The constantly changing
Mon. through Sat. and 1-5 on world of fashion sewing
Sun.
requires fabric selections to
'We're very excited about span all seasons and climates.
the opening," said the store Many who sew their warmanager, Georgine Wells, drobes'- at home want (fall
"because our convenient fabrics to sew with during the
and
complete ( summer days, and the new
location
selection will offer the Needlewoman Fabrics store
_ customer one-stop shopping in reflects this need with their
--aii—almuspnere of friendly variety of fabrics and their
assistance."
newest of sewing aids to make
Colorful buttons, trims, sewing better and faster.
zippers and t ead line the
"We're kind of a -super
walls of the new store giving a market" fbr sewing," says
spectrum of hues to match the Mrs. Wells. "Whether one
informally grouped fabrics -wishes to dress in sportswear,
which have been draped so the formal wear, every day
customers can easily feel the dresses, better dresses, or, of
,

CIJ

cousse, nightwear, all the
maiongs are waiting. We've
Crewel embroidery kits,
scissors and every conceivable sewing accessory."
Whether it's a yoing mother
shopping for soft flannels for
sleepwear or new grandmothers buying everything in
sight to stitch up for their
the
grandchildren,
Needlewoman store is a cozy
setting for the manager and
her trained sales associates to
trade sewing shortcuts and
tricks with their customers.
The magic cif a "Grand
Opening" is - not by hapoenstance. Years of exin
customerperience
convenience merchandising;
fashion
up-to-the-minute
awareness; superior buying
contacts with mills and
seas6ned
distributors;
knowledge of customer

Jamie *Wier
Is Honored

comfort for displays and store
traffic lay-Alt; these are but a
few of the behind-the-scenes
expertise necessary for a,
"smooth -Grand Opening" and
the promotional creativity
needed to carry home sewing
excitement through future
years.
Mrs. Wells states, "I think
customers will appreciate
being able to charge their
purchases on their Masterchare and Visa credit cards,

as well as our pretty fabrics at
pleasant prices.
/ "My sales associates all sew
and they are courteous women
who enjoy meeting the public
and sharing,their enthusiasm
for home sewing.
-We've Needlewoman
Fabrics Stores in 14 states;
that naturally gives us buying
contacts with all the big mills,
which gives us the best fabric
selection and best possible
prices!"

Reliability And
Friendly Service
Come in and stock up on all
- your first aids, vitamins and
,upplie,, now!
,

Jamie Washer

Jamie D. Washer, 110
Broach Ave., Murray, field
for
the
representative
Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society, has been
welcomed into a very exclusive membership of the
President's Clubs by national
Woodmen President Nick T.
Newberry-.
His membership in- the
Millionaire Section of the
President's Clubs honors his
top-rated performance in
membership protection and

service during 1977. Mr.
Washer will be entitled to
wear a silver emblem lapel
pin inset with a ruby, emacof
his
blematic
complishment. He also has
been designated Fraternal
Insurance Counselor by
completing courses in this
field.
Members of the Club will
meet with the National
President at the Marriott
Motor Hotel, Denver, Colo., in
July.

FREE
DELIVERY
104 N. 5th St. — 753-8302

INTEGON & KING INSURANCE
SERVICE 1NC. HAVE MOVED!

Bob Nannev
Insurance
Agency
107 N.4111
PAUffaY

753-467
Representing
Federal Kemper
Insurance Cdmpany

Insure It Properly
•afeguaril our biggest invetment with a ilomprehensive. ont••
premium Horneowner.. Polies . In.
-u e it again.t e%
mi&hap.

Call 753-4451

PURDOM & THURMAN
Insurance Agency
Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock

LO

Red Cross
is counting
TI you
-to help.

901 Sycamore

King Insurance Service And Integon
Regional Offices Have Moved To
To Better Serve You!

+

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Jamie Washer
Needle Woman Fabrics
David King & Assoc.

Leland King

David King C.L.U.

King Insurance Service, Inc. representing a wide variety of
companies to meet any insurance need.
*Specializing in every day insurance needs - fire,
homeowners, car and all kinds of business packages.

*Specializing in estate planning and business insurance partnership buy outs - stock redemption - deferred compensation retirement plans - qualified pension and profit
sharing plans - Keough and individual retirement accounts.

For the proper programming of your estate or planning for the enjoyment years of your
retirement consult -David or Leland King at the Integon Office in Murray, Ky.

COMING SOON - OPEN HOUSE
.•
41
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Boys State Tourney Pairings

Kentucky To Square
Off Against Michigan

Tourney Scores

Corzine's 46
Stops Cardinals

By The Associated Press
Second Round
•
MIDEAST REcIONdL
Knott° Centra I
Thursday, March 16
I pin 101006114111,
- At Dayt n,Ohio
Christian Co.
90, Western
fervor. The fins' attention has
By ANDY LIPPMAN
69
'-Kentucky
been-riveted to two hometown
AP Sports Writer
Kentucky 91, Miami,Ohio 69
of its most significant
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Ohio TAP) - heroes, freshman Earvin
DAYTON,
WEST REGIONAL
2:31 p31.Melkm.48,
basketball accomplishments.
Vincent.
Jay
and
Johnson
Writer
Sports
AP
acan
at
Events moved
Thursday, March 16
Ahrens
Freshman Kelly Tripucka
with
thrilled
been
"We've
for
one
won
Corzine
Dave
celorated pace this season for
At Albuquerque, N.M.
keyed an 11-0 run in the final
Heathcote,
the
said
one
for
and
lost
...
change,"
DePaul
basketball
State
Michigan
10:06 a. Saierday
Arkansas 74, UCLA 70„
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performance ever and was
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quarter Friday for a 66-56 four quick set shots that Paris' us."
Ramsey 1 4-56, Garland 34-'t
- "honored" to break the
Monday, March 27
"If they had scored off the
victory in a rematch from last zone made available.
Bradshaw 00.1 0, Dise 204
10,
legendary Mikan!s-- career
At St. Louis
Sizemore finished with 10 press in the first half, I might
00-00. Totals 34 22-4
year's championship/game.
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East-Midwest loser vs West- record of 1,870 points.
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-Mikan,
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Louisville Assumption, 22-11, for Paris, which closed its Barren COunly Coach Bob
Halftirne-TrePaut 30$n
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Assumption breezed past relaxed when we got the big
th.
.with a 59-42 rout of Covington
out-Griffi
By WILL GRIMSLEY
anthems prior to the matches
He played in the 1940s under
At St. Louis
the Pandas with a steady. lead 140-19 in the third
Notre Dame. fouls-Louisville 23, De-Paid
AP Special Correspondent - a ritual that has been
Meyer,
venerable
the
East-Midwest winner VS.
Barren County, 22-4, takes offense, outscoring Notre quarter) and it broke our
NASHVILLE,Tenn. JAP)- commonplace in Davis Cup
providing DePaul with some 16.
winner,
on Breathitt County, 30=1, in Dame in every quarter: concentration."
It was a Davis Cup to be matches for generations "It West-Mideast
today's first semifinal game. Marsha Thomas scored all her Breathitt County's Melanie
remembered.
was decided that this might be
The winners meet in anap.en. 10 points in the first half when Gross earned a place among
There were more people too inflamatory," said Slew
the Rockets built a 28-18 lead. the tournament's unlikely
championship game.
outside the arena than inside Hester, president of the U.S.
Fans who anticipated a Laurie Mazzoni topped heroines when she ripped
and it appeared that there was Tennis Association.
headto-head offensive battle Assumption with 14 points and Ashland for '23 points. In a
a cop for every six people on
The crowd was one of the
between Laurel County's Mary Heim added 11. Nancy game earlier this season,the
hand.
smallest ever to see a Davis
Sharon Garland and Paris' Berger, with 16 points, was the lithe guard sed•ed just two.
There was a grim starkness Cup Match anywhere in the
Beth Wilkerson weren't only Panda in double figures. The Bobcats' Irene Moore was1 about the modern 8,500 empty world and was a disap-•
Barren Colintrs front tine of-held to 16 points, but Ashland
disappointed.'
seats in the modern 'Van: -Pointment to Vanderbilt,
The tall,& talented juniors Belinda Bradley, Terri Coach Linda Meyers admitted
derbilt University gymnasium which had hoped to fill the
ripped the nets from start to Wilkinson and Dana Taylor she was wrong in thinking that
where the matches were stands for all three sessions.
finish, with Garland winning used the lob pass nearly to would be enough.
played. The crowd was put at The crowd obviously was
:Sire did everything we
1,132. It looked much smaller. frightened away by advance
wanted to do," Meyers said.
The combatants - the warning of planned demonPOOL MANAGER
"We knew we had to shut off
American and South African strations by a large number of
Moore. Her passing is
Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
tennis teams playing in a 'various groups, including the
everything for them. But we
will be accepting applications for Pool Manager.
North American Zone match NAACP and the militant ACsure didn't expect that little
Deadline is March 28. Applications may be ob- were brought to the arena CESS
Co(American
No. 20 (Gross) to be so hot. •like gladiators out of another ordinating Committee for
tained at Park's offtee, 10th and Payne Sts., 753outside: Slie -really% put it in
age.
7640.
Equality in Sports and
there."
Plainclothes police wearing Society), headed by Richard
bullet-proof vests and guns E. Lapchick, a political
escorted the players from science teacher at Virginia
their hotel, some 10 miles Wesleyan University in
away, to the scene of the Norfolk, Va. -and son of
matches, in the heart if this basketball immortal Joe
country music capital.
Lapchick.
They were sneaked into' a
closely guarded basement
door, well removed from
hundreds of sign-waving,
chanting, yelling demonPHILADELPHIA (API strators protesting the racial
Orest Kindrachuk had
Center
segregation policies of South
his sprained right ankle put in
• •
Af,rica.
a cast Friday and will be out of
„ "By the time we got to the
at least through
locker room I was ready to go action
Monday, the Philadelphia
Gerulaitis,
home," said Vitas.
said.
who scored one of-America's Flyers
A spokesman for the
two singles victories. Haroki
National Hockey League team
Solomon scored the other.
also reinThe Sponsors dispensed v.:th said icindrachuk
his right knee in the
jured
national
the usual playing of
same play Thursday night at
Buffalo in a 3-1 loss to the
If you're an average homemaker washing about
Sabres. The knee will be
34 loads of clothes each_month, you cansave over
Monday, the
examined
spokesman said..
7,000 gallons of hot water each year and dollars on

At Frit#4_,144941...44erth 22-25

rMichiganSotate

Laurel County Faces Tough
Hurdle In Girls Tournament

More People Out Than
In At pavis Cup Play

Center Injured

How to save over
7000 gallons
of hot water each year

Title On Line

Kuhaulua Wins

Fashions Your Bathroom
With Color
Large Selection In Stock And
Ready For Immediate Delivery!

Murray Supply Co. Inc.
Murray, Ky.

LAS VEGAS(AP)- Carlos
Palomino puts his World
Boxing Council • welterweii:.ht
title on the line fin- the sixth
time in less than two years
y when he meets...Mum-4in
Mohatar of Morocco ui a
nationally televised bout.
Palomino, who defended his
title against Ryu Sorimachi of!
Japaruhere five weeks ago in another nationally televised
fight, was rated a Slit
favorite over Mohatar. the
WBC's No. 7-ranked welterweight.
The bout at the Aladdri
Hotel starts at 1:30 p.m I,ST
and will be carried by
television.
Palomino, 28, has a 2.").: -.I
record. Mohatar, alsc; 2t, IS
Considered the Afro P.'T
welterweight champion a
has a 32-1-5 record.

- TopTOKYO (
ranking maegashira Jesse
Kuhaulua,or.Takamiyama,of
Hawaii won his third match
against four losses over a
lower ranking wrestler today,
the seventh day of the 15-day
Spring Grand Sumo tournament.
The 404-pound Jesse marched 282-pound No. 6
maegashira Oshio out of the
circle before 7,000 spectators
Osaka Prefectural GynmasiuM - in the western
40panese ply. The defeat was
Oshio's tdird in seven mat'
ches.
WSkayashirs_a, or . Reid
Asato,also of H3waii,suffered
his third setback against one
victory, losing to -Matsunoshima in a sandanme
bout.

each month's electric bill. 'Simply SWttch from hot
water to warm water for the wath -cycle and froth,
warm water to cold for the rinse cycle.
If you want to go a step further, try one of the
cold water detergents. You may want to switch
entirely to cold water for some loads.
For extra savings, wash only full loads.(but net
packed), or be sure to adjust the water level to the
size load you're washing.
See us for more information on using hot
water efficiently.
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"
West Ky. Rural EledriclIs
Cooperative- orporation
Murray-
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Woodchucks Collected During Hunt
At Land Between The Lakes

Oiitdoof to
Butch Greer Outiloor Editor

Fah and Winl•,!

Commission Approves Regulations

•

—14'11
—

Frankfort, Ky. — Ken- Magoffin, Martin, Owsley,
tucky's bow hunters will have Perry, Powell and Wolfe. In
11 extra days of deer hunting addition, the following wildlife
this fall, may use crossbows _management areas are closed
for a two-week period, and to deer hunting: Yellowbank,
must check all deer through Beaver Creek, Dewey Lake,
an official check station ac- Grayson Lake, Pine Mouncording to regulations ap- tain, Redbird, Robinson
proved by the Kentucky Fish Forest and Cane Creek.
and Wildlife Commission at its
Other archery, regulations
quarterly meeting yesterday. remain essentially the same
The archery deer Ieason as in recent years, according
will open Oct. 1, 1978 and run to Fish and Wildlife Comthrough Nov. 8 with the second missioner Arnold L. Mitchell,
-phase of the season opening who added that the extra days
Nov. 18 and continuing of hunting are not expected to
through Nov. 30. The season add significantly t& the total
will reopen on Dec. 9 and run deer harirest.
through Dec. 31, for a total of
Bow, hunters may take
75 days of hunting.
either sex deer in all open
Crossbows may be used in counties, but
specially
all open counties from Oct. 1 managed wildlife areas may
through Oct. 14 only. have differing regulations to
Crossbows must have a be announced in the future,
minimum pull of 80 pounds. Mitchell said.
The check station procedure
In other action, the fish and
will be similar' to ,the one wildlife commission approved
required of gun hunters for the a black bass study offering
past two seasons. Its purpose cash rewards from 81 to
is to allow biologists to get a $1,000. Over 4,000 bass in
quick and accurate count of
the total number of deer
taken. A list of check stations
Will be available in late
summer, before the season
opens.
Fifteen counties will be
closed to both gun and bow
hunting: Clark, Clay, Estill,
Floyd, Harlan, Jackson,
Johnson, Knott, Leslie,

various lakes, streams and a
portion of the Ohio River will
be tagged, with each tag
carrying a monetary value
assigned by random selection.
When an angler catches a
tagged bass, he returns the
numbered tag and will be
notified of the cash value of
the tag, which ranges from $1
to $1,000. • The purpose of the cash
awards is to encourage
anglers to return the tags.
"Without the cash reward as
an incentive, tag returns
would not reflect an accurate
percentage of legal sized bass
harvested," according to
Fisheries Director Charlie
Bowers, who adds that an
accurate harvest estimate is
necessary
to
properly
evaluate the impact of the new
I2-inch size limit.
Additional
information
about the project will be
releRged as final details are
worked out, Bowers says.

By Hemp Brooks

Uncle

The University of Tennessee
is soliciting the animals for
research. Other collection
dates will be set if the results
.of the first two days are poor.
Hunting will be permitted
sunrise to sunset, and the
daily bag and possession limit
in both the Tennessee and
Kentucky portions of Land
Between The Lakes is 10
animals.
-Hunters are not required to
check in or out, but are asked
to bring any unwanted
woodchucks to one of the three
information stations. All other
animals harvested must be
removed from Land Between
The Lakes.
All hunters must have a
valid Kentucky or Tennessee

small game hunting_ license
and a Land Between The
Lakes woodchuck permit.
Tennessee also requires a
state archery license for
bowhunters. Land Between
The Lakes permits may be
obtained free of charge by
presenting a valid state
hunting license at any of the
information-check stations in
Land Between The Lakes, or
at Center Station in the EnEducation
vironmental
Center.
Fully automatic rifles,
crossbows, sidearms,
shotguns, and firearms using
rimfire ammunition are
prohibited. Also, .22 magnum
caliber rifles are prohibited in
the Kentucky portion, but are
legal in the Tennessee portion.
Legal firearms in both
states are centerfire rifles of
.17 caliber for larger; muzzleloading rifles of .36 caliber
or larger; and longbows and
compound bows according to
state regulations.
The Kentucky portion of
Land Between The Lakes is
open for hunting from the

stati=line—to Barkley Canal,.
excluding public use areas,
safety zones, the Environmental Education
Center, and other posted
areas.
The Tennessee portion of
Land Between The Lakes is
open excluding the Bear Creek
Waterfowl Management unit.
Hunters should note that a
k4-mile zone bordering The
Trace in both Kentucky and
Tennessee, Highway 68, Camp
Energy and Shaw Branch
roads, and all roads bounding
the Environmental Education
Center are also closed to
hunting.
Hunt compartments 8 and 11
and the Off-Road Vehicle Area
are open to bowhunting only.
All hunters should wear a
cap or hat of solid blaze or
hunter orange. Hunters should
be at least 25 feet from their
vehicles or road rights of way
'while hunting.
For additional information
contact TVA, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231,telephone (50/)9244602;

Groundhog Recipes
FRIED WOODCHUCK
1. 6 servings
2. Cooking time Pia hours
1 woodchuck
1 T salt
1 c flour
3 T fat
Clean woodchuck and cut
into six or seven pieces.
Parboil in salted water for one
hour. Remove from broth, roll
in flour and fry in hot fat(deep
fat may be used) until brown.
WOODCHUCK
MEAT PIE
1. 6-1 servings
2. Temperature 400 deg. F for
111 hours
Meat:
1 woodchuck
c onion
1,4 c green pepper
1,4 T minced parsley
1 T salt
t pepper
41,2 T flour
3 c broth
Biscuits:
1 c flour
2 t baking powder
t salt
2 T fat
C milk
Clean woodchuck and cut
into two or three pieces.

Four Wheelini
It's a few minutes after the
morning four o'clock and the
white stuff is once more doing
its best to cover up the hard
earned coat of mud that coats
the Jeep truck just outside.
That ma} be a factor in the
shaping of our thoughts this
week.
It was during breakfast this
past week at Big Joe's one
morning, when the topic
slipped up I suppose. The
question that came up was
this. Does a four wheel drive
really make sense for just
anybody? In other words, does
a person have to have a
special need for one of the
things in order to justify
owning it.
We gave it a pretty good try.
According to market tdearch
conducted by Ford Motor
Company in laying out the new
Bronco, ,of all thf new, four
wheel drives bought in this
country ever year, only one
out of four are bought by
people who actually need
them. Mid by that it is meant
that their job would require
the rig, or maybe the place
where they live and have to
get to work from.
Three fourths .of the people
who buy four wheel drives do
so from something besides

Golden Pond, . KY —
Woodchucks harvested from
Land Between The lakes will
be collected Saturday and
Sunday, March 11 and 12, 1978.
The woodchuck hunting
season opened with a slow
start according to wildlife
officials. It continues through
March 19.

necessity. Do they really have
Another reason why four
a reason? Or is this fact due to wheel drive is attracting more
the current being "in" of a buyers than ever before is the
,
four wheel drive? Is the rigs themselves. Years ago,
Outdoor EnrichScout
Troop
13
participated
in
an
American love affair for the when the big first bit us, all
ment Series Program on Weather recently. The group
automobile taking a sour twist you could get was metal
encountered zero degree weather and a 6 inch
with the Ralph Nader ap- upholstery, a straight gear
snowfall during their stay at the Camp Energy Group
proach, and being cheated out shift, and a steering exercise
Camp at Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond, Kenof its rightful due, seeking guaranteed to keep Charles
tucky. Left to Right are Brian Doyle, Tim Burchfield,
another, source of satisfac- Atlas in top condition. Today a
Robin Adams, David Mikulcik and Lynn Rogers.
tion?
four wheel drive can be orI'm not smart enough to dered out in the level of luxury
answer that. Here are some as the modern automobile. to be just about as scared the
things that got tossed around And they put carpet on the other way: that they won't
at breakfast however. In the floor, stereo in the dash, recognize us as "country"
first place, more and more power in the steering, and fun folks. It's a funny world for a
fact.
folks these days are turning to in the owning.
Maybe four wheel drive is
a truck or similar type vehicle
Some of it is intangible I'm
for the second car in the sure. Maybe it's the difference the difference between a bowl
family. Its useful, and its between smiling and frowning of cereal' and two eggs
Frankfort, Ky. — A gun deer closed to all deer hunting —
reliable. Four wheel drives when you come out the door scrambled with ham. At five season which wildlife officials both gun and archery. The bag
cost anywhere from five early in the morning and see a. m. in the morning.
describe as "biologically and possession limit of one per
But before you start callrng sound and necessarily com- year per hunter, whether by
hundred to a thousand dollars the white stuff falling. Maybe
more initially. They bring that it's the difference of going three fourths of us ignorant, plicated,"
was
passed gun or bow, remains unmuch or more extra when you right on about living regar- be advised I never met a four yesterday by the state Fish changed.
trade them in. So we have a dless of what occurs. And then wheel drive owner who doesn't and Wildlife Commission.
The 24 counties open only
greater investment but not again, maybe it's the rural use his rig. And strangely
Nov. 11 through November 13
Basically,
the
1978
gun
deer
necessarily a greater expense. image so many of us seem to enough, if something can be
Greenup,
are
Kenton,
In any kind of adverse favor. The baseball, hot dogs, justified to one's self, then it's hunting season will be for Bourbon, Woodford, Fayette,
with
at
least
one
bucks
only,
condition; snow, for instance, apple pie deal. Only put your justifiable for most folks.
forked antler, and will be split Montgomery, Mercer,
A little more winter like
or maybs one of the few times country folks in four wheel
Garrard, Lincoln, Madison,
a yea)- the family does get out drives please. And country is one, and we're going to have into two sections — November Breathitt, Pike, Letcher, Bell,
roads like they had when 11 through November 13 and Knox, Laurel, Whitley,
and go camping or hunting or as country does.
through
2
fishing, then the four wheel
We used to be scared to mules were popular. It's December
"basic" Morgan, Rockcastle, Adair,
December
4
but
that
something
to
think
about
drive begins to shine. It lends death when I was growing up
will
apply
only
to 74 of
season
Have a nice week. Hope fr
a certain confidence as one of that
somebody
would
the tokens of its ownership. A recognize us as being sunshine. And HAPPY FOUR Kentucky's 120 counties.
confidence that says can do. "country" folks. Now we seem WHEELING.
Four counties — Ballard,
McCracken, Livingston- and
Crittenden -- will be open for
Jeff's
either sex-deer December 2
with bucks only hunting the
other five days of the gun
season. Edmonson County will
Frankfort, Ky., — The
be open for either sex deer _ traditional March 15 opening
Alt merchondise sold et discount PriCeg
Nov. 11-13 and Dec. 2-4; of the Ballard County Wildlife
portions of Barren and Hart Management Area in Western
Better in the long run. Come see why!
counties will be open for either Kentucky has been delayed
"-sex deer Nov. 11-13 and Dec. 2- until April 1 because of winter
From 2 to 140 h.p. available
4 with bucks only hunting damage on the area, Fish and
allowed in the remainder of Wildlife Commissioner Arnold
those counties; 24 counties L. Mitchell announced today.
; see list below) will be open
The wildlife area, a popular
Highway 94 Fast 8 Miles From Mur,To
only Nov. 11 through summit" recreation spot, has
502-759-1872
November 13 for bucks with at been particularly hard hit by
._
5 this winter's prolonged cold
Hwy. 641 South Phone 753-9491
least one forked antler, argt...
wil
(see be
counties (slow)
and persistent snow cover,

Parboil ?or one hour. Remove 1 c catsup
meat from the bones in large 1,4 t Worchestershire sauce
Clean woodchuck. Remove
pieces. Add onion, green
pepper, parsley, salt, pepper meat from the bones and
and flour to the broth and stir grind. Add 5,2 c crumbs, onion,
until it thickens. If the broth salt, pepper, 1 beaten egg, and
does not measure 3 cups, add 1 T melted fat. Mix
water. Add the meat to the thoroughly. Shape into patties
broth mixture and stir and dip into one beaten egg,
thoroughly. Pour into baking then into % c crumbs, and fry
tin
—til brown in 2 T Yot fat. Add
dish.
For the biscuits: sift the catsup and Worcestershire
flour, baking powder, and salt sauce and bake in a slow oven
together. Cut in the fat and for one hour.
add the liquid. Stir until the
BAKED WOODCHUCK
dry ingredients are moist.
Roll only enough to make it fit 1. 64 servings
the dish. Place dough on top of 2. Temperature 375 deg. F for
meat, put in a hot oven and 1% hours
bake 30 to 40 minutes or until 1 woodchuck
t salt
dough is browned.
1,4 t pepper
c shortening
WOODCHUCK MEAT
1 clove garlic
PATTIES WITH
Cut the ground hog into
TOMATO SAUCE
serving size pieces, roll the
1. 8-9 patties
pieces in flour which has salt
2. Temperature 325 deg. F for and pepper added. Put the
11,4 hours
shortening in the pan to grease
1 woodchuck
it, brown meat in the oven,
1 c bread crumbs
and then cut the garlic in the
1,4 c ground onion
ground hog and cover with
it salt
water and simmer slow until
"13 t pepper
water boils away, leaving the
- 2 eggs
meat a delicious brown.
3 T fat-

Kentucky 1978 Deer Season Set

Sporting Goods Dept.

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
r Boating Accessories
Guns & Ammo

Metcalfe, Jefferson, Hardin
and Jessamine. Counties
closed to all deer hunting are
Estill, Jackson, Owsley, Clay,
Powell, Harlan, Leslie, Wolfe,
Clark, Johnson, Perry, Knott,
Martin, Floyd and Magoffin.
Additionally, the following
wildlife management areas
are closed to all hunting, inhunting:
deer
cluding
Grayson, Beaver Creek,
Robinson Forest, Redbird,
Dewey Lake and Cane Creek.
The Yellowbank Area closed

to deer gun and archery
hunting only.
Further details concerning
the gun deer hunting seasons;
Including lists of deer check
stations, which will be
mandatory again this year,
will be available from the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources in Frankfort as soon as the regulations
amendment procedure is
completed — usually 60 to 90
days — and literature for
distribution can be printed.

Ballard Co. Wildlife Management
Area Delays Opening Until April 1

MINIM

OUTBOARDS

Shipwash Boat 'N' Motor.

the area manager.
"Right now, the roads are
all but impassable, evey by
four-wheel-drive vehicles,"
Moynahan. says, adding that
delaying the opening from the
usual March 15 date will allow
the unpaved roads time to dry
out and give area crews time
to spread gravel on the worst
spots.
"We have also been unable
to do our usual spring cleaning
according to Jim Moynahan,

because of the weather and
there is no way for us to be
ready for a March 15 opening
this year," Moynahan says.
The Ballard area is closed
each year during the winter
months to prevent harassment
Of the large concentrations of
waterfowl which. congregate
on the refuge: All gates and
other access points will
remain shut until April 1,
when the area will open to the
public as usual.

.....44.1m.••••••••••=•••••••••/••••.•Vornan.•••=11.4.•••••••••••••••••••=1•••••••••.•

Carroll Tire Service

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

1
BUCKS BODY SHOP

753-3226
`k•

Cain's, AMC,Jeep
Coldwater Rd
753 6448

Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.
1105 Pogue

900 Sycamore

753-51f2

753-1489
-
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a school environmental club,
It needs the wildlife managerresearcher, who can study such aspects
as habitat in order to imRrove it. It
needs the sportsman, often .a hunter,
who is willing to work for clean
streams, wildlife cover, and birdbanding and fish-tagging programs.
It needs the teacher who wants to
further the wildlife cause through
school channels. It needs the sym-

"Wildlife Needs You"
Another way of stating the theme for
. National Wildlife Week 1978 might be,
"Wildlife Needs Everybody."
It needs thg state and federal
legislator who understands conservation and environment issues and
can work in behalf of necessary laws. It
needs the student, who can keep
current on such issues and join or form

n of
es is
:reek
unit.
mit a
The
and
;amp
.anch
iding
ation
d to

IfAillaerhk19 25
pathetic concern of every citizen.
In brief, it needs YOU: the butcher,'
the baker, the candlestick maker; the
doctor, lawyer, Indian chief; or as our
theme poster puts it, the birder, the
biker, the`camper, the hiker.
The poster pictures a peregrine
falcon, One of America's endangered
species, and tells about its struggle to
survive.

HABITAT HELPING BEGINS AT
HOME, IN YOUR BACKYARD
A lot of us can help wildlife more than
we might think.
If we have a backyard, we can aid in
planning it and planting it in such a way
as to increase the amount of food,
Water, and cover available for wildlife.
Or we can take part in group or club
•activities to improve wildlife habitat on
schoolgrounds, church yards, or a city-

ad 11
Area
only.
ar a
te or
(iould
their
' way

owned vachot lot.
4
.,--For valuab information on planting
ite to the National
plans, please
Wildlife Federatio nd ask for a free
copy of "Invite Wildlife to Your
for the
Backyard," "A Po
Backyard," and 'Recyc1 For the
Birds." The address: 1412 th St.,
N.Y., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Legal Staff Aids Wildlife

ation
ween
I, KY
-5602.

The National Wildlife Federation's
legal staff is well aware that wildlife
needs it, and can boast of many an
appearance in court or .at hearings in
behalf of wildlife. 'Nese include:
—Entering a public utility casein
Ch -egori to protect- milans of birds-6y
backing rerouting, of a proposed 400mile power line frrtm the Klamath-Tule

cc
nove
and
Rion,
,and
Mix
Mies
egg,
d fry
Add
;hire
oven

--basin to an area with fewer birds.
—Contesting construction of a state
highway in Louisiana through a. coastal
marsh valuable to wildlife, With the
result that the road can only be built in
such a way as not to.damage the
wetland.
—Preventing building a state mac'in
North Dakota -until the state agreel tf

ainage of prairie potholes into the
roao. de ditches. Drainage could have
the are-a as a breeding place
destro
ds of ducks and other
for tho
waterfowl.
-BInrking a'" uction of a proposed
federal highway in
interchange on
the endangered
Mississippi to prat
Mississippi Sandfull C e.

.
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National
Wildlife Week
MARCH 19-25, 1978
JOIN AND SUPPORT THE
NATIONAL WILD1 IFF FEDERATION
AND STATE AFFILIATE S
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Zoos Play Important Role in Wildlife Field
• Zoos, source of entertainment and
education for people the world over,
have also had an impact on wildlife.
They are credited, for instance, with
saving some animals from extinction.
These include the Hawaiian goose,
Mongolian wild horse, the European
and the American bison, Pere David's
1,800-acre Wild Animal Park of the San
Diego, Calif., zoo, where the white

Wildlife Week
NOW Forty-one

deer, and the Nubian ibex.
On the other hand, critics claim that
for every animal displayed in a city zoo,
about nine others of the same species
have died from mishandling or disease
arising while in captivity.
Some zoos have branched out in a
new direction to stimulate the breeding
of captive animals by placing them in
large. natural areas. Here they can
roam in an environment closer to
natural conditions than an ordinary zoo
can provide. One of these areas is the

Tge

Bald Eagle Coming Back
In Chesapeake Bay Area

National Wildlife Week March 19-25,
1978, is the forty-first of its kind.
Chaired in both 1977 and 1978 by
Robert Redford, this annual observance has seen a long line of
distinguished chairpersons, including
Walt Disney, Bing Crosby, Arthur
Godfrey, Dick Van Dyke, Lorne
Greene, and Shirley Temple Black.

The endangered bald eagle — U. S.
national symbol — is making a
comeback in the Chesapeake Bay
region, according to a 1977 survey.
Seventy-eight nests contained 71
eaglets.
In 1976, 72 nests produced only 39
eaglets. The 1977 figure equals the
record high of 71 eaglets hatched in 35
nests in 1936.

Raptor Center at
National Wildlife
Raptors (birds of prey) have a new
champion: the National Wildlife
Federation has established a Raptor
Information Center to 'promote
preservation of the bald eagle, golden
eagle, and other raptors.
The Center will help them by identifying critical habitat, monitOrifig
raptor populations, encouraging
support of necessary research, and
information
an
serving
as
Clearinghouse.
Representatives of the Cent4r banded
eaglets during a recent survey of bald
eagles in the Chesapeake Bay region.
The Center, which plans to use computers extensively in its information
storing role, is at work on
bibliographies of bald eagles and owls,
and on a profeer for standardizing
raptor survey techniques. For a free
folder on the Raptor Center, please
Wildlife
write: The
National
Federation, Raptor Information
Center, 1412 16th St., NW., Washington,
D.C. 20036.

rhino, slender-horned gazelle, and
Formosan Sika deer are among
animals which have been able to breed.
Another installation of this kind is the
National Zoo's Conservation and
Research Center on 3,068 acres in the
Virginia countryside 70 miles from
Washington, D.C. It is said to be the
nation's biggest conservation center for
exotic animals.

Whooping Crane
a Success Story

REDFORD
CHAIRMAN OF
1978 WILDLIFE WEEK
Robert Redford, popular action and
environmental activist, will serve as
chairman of National Wildlife Week
March 19-25, 1978. He also chaired the
1977 observance as well as those in 1971
and 1972. His interest in such issues as
natural resource management, strip
mining, and nuclear proliferation is
well known.

The whooping crane illustrates how
man may rescue a species from extinction.
In the late 1930s, there were only
sortie 14 of the big white birds left in the.,
wild, and a few others in captivity. The
total in the wild and in captivity is nov,
estimated at over 100.
Various programs have helped? One
involves transplanting "whooper" eggs
from Canadian nests to the Patuxent
Wildlife Research Center in Laurel,
Md., hatching them and raising the
young for possible release to the wild or
as breeding stock.
. Eggs laid by the Patuxent flock and
in Canada have been placed in nests of
the more plentiful Greater Sandhill
cranes at Grays Lake National Wildlife
Refuge in filaho, for hatcing in the wild
Establishing a flock at Grays Lake will
increase the'whoopers' chances of
survival as a species, because there are
now two wild flocks instead of one.

NATIONAL WILDLIFE WEEK • MARCH I9•28, IVO
NAT,ONAL
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Is Our Business-

Shop

TSON
Chemical Co.
Inc,

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Culdwater Rd.1 Murray. K

rtilizer
iLocated W Railroad Avenue

Days 7534404
Nights 753-2486
We Appreciate Your Business

753-1933
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641 Super Shell
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Sportsmen:

[ta
Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
I Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

•

Murray Home & Auto •
•

Ow.
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The ?0,e iv the

Outdoor Sportsman

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
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•

Specializing in servicing tires 8. 4 W,D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection ol 4-Wheeliog Tires
753-6779
ln The Jackson Purchase
408N. 4th

•
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Bear'
NiurraN
Qualified Bear Archers Sersice
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Hunt Denies That He Sought
Favors For Coal Mine Owners

2

mine regulations. Carroll headquarters, but that "we
FRANKFORT, Ky. A13)the allegations at that run a straight operation."
denied
State Democratic Chairmag
He said it is a myth that any
time.
Howard "Sonny" Hunt ha's
Democratic chief party chairman is in position
the
Hunt,
denied that he sought favors
for more than two years, said, to use funds for favorites in a
Natural
former
from
"I've told the governor there Democratic primary.
Resources Secretary Robert
''There are too many
were problems...that the
Bell on hehalf of coal
Resources, controls, it's not that easy," he
Natural
operators seeking mining
department was bogged said. -We're accountable for
permits.
every cent."
down."
Hunt, who spoke Friday
response, acCarroll's
with three reporters following
cording to Hunt, was that Workshop Planned At
a meeting of the Democratic
was doing a good lob."
"Bell
Party's Central Executive
the governor took Branch On Tuesday
However,
Committee, said his main
.with Bell a
publicly
issue
A workshop on the new
contact with Bell and aides
ago,declaring
weeks
of
couple
departedition, "Guide To
fourth
was to ask that the
the secretary had gone beyond Good Eating," will be conment let operators whose
a
writing
in
standards
federal
ducted by Bonnie Davenport
permit applications had taken
state strip mining law. Bell of the Dairy and Food
is
and
resigned
subsequently
Nutrition Council. of the
Crossword Puzzler
said to be waiting for another Southeast, Inc., at the
57 Moray.
ACROSS
state post.
University Branch of the Bank
\iis tr hi Fi
Hunt said there was no of
1 Ship
DOWN
Murrayon.Toescig, March
channel
BCE EMMA MO pressure from -him on Bell til- 21, at 9:30 a.m.
per-.
coal,
BER
about.
4Florwers--de anything
MP MEM
1 Gossips
The public- is invited to
road
2 Appellation MUMMA HOMMUO
mits. He said, "I never asked attend and the workshop is
8 Highlander
NM
of Athena
anything
WARM
do
anyone to
12 A state
sponsored by the Calloway
3 Wrangle
MUM MU MVP wrong."
labbr
4 Demons
County Extension Service,
CPR
EMU
[MN
13 Additional
had
operators
hill
some
He said
5 Rocky
PM
MUM
BOO
14 Opening
BC
_ 6 Wears
waiting up. to eight
in skin UM MUM BOOM been for word on the status
away
15 Man s
IMAM
WWU
7 Happen
MUM
nickname
of t ir applications.
again
RIUU HUMAN
16 Went
8 Relieved
Mike Templeman, assistant
OEUMUU
MMUHUU
18 Epic tales
9food fish , UMEJ IMMO WA
Hunt,• said often the
to
20 Twofold
10 Native
_Will be
24-Chane4PULM MUM= HOU complaints-were-not dir-ectly-. Holy Communion
me
Pal-in
the
at
celebrated
distance •
but
operators
11 Man's
from the small
43 Greeting
measure
image
Sunday service on Sunday,
nickname
who
politicians
local
from
22 Pronoun
17 Babylonian 29 Possesses 44 Greenland
9:45 a.m. at St.
settlement
heard of them and then con- March 19, at
23 Smaller
30 Fondle
deity
Church,
Episcopal
John's
45 Great
amount
Democratic
32 Ironed
tacted
19 ThreeThe
Streets.
Lake
Broach
and
27 Baker s
Main
33 Small
toed sloth
here.
headquarters
46 Walk
product
will
lump
Davenport
Stephen
Rev,
22 Concealed
There was nothing wrong
unsteadily
29 Pronoun
36 Part ol "to
24 Printer's
with Duncan
celebrant
be
Bell's
to
Church
47
inquiries
30 Pertaining
with
be"
measure
and Steve
bench
to
37 Stick to
25 Surfeit .
dePartment, Hunt said, Hart as acolyte
Spanish
punishment
48
reader.
lay
38 Feast
as
Hale
26 Narrpw
wrong
is
anything
"if
because
for -river
31 Paid
40 Underworld
opeging
Church School will be held
notice
with that, we're all in
41 Symbol for 49 Transgress
27 Strdses
eleven a.m. Sunday.
at
egg
Insect
50
32 Cushion
tantalum
trouble."
Mental
28
Thursday service
33 Marry
MaundaY
only
Hunt acknowledged
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some
that
35 Rips
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23, with the
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17
37 Household 12UU
"expedite" permits, which Thursday, March
pet
church supper to be held at six
speed
to
meant
presumably
1
16
15
38 Soak
p.m. at Anita Burt's home.
them.
39 Identical
be the acolyte
.19
IS
40 Brick The Democratic. ehairman Mike Shore will
111UUU
service.
Thursday
the
for
carrying
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25
has
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23
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d
acknowledge
12
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also
will be
device
services
Friday
Good
been hard for news media to
29
27 MN
41 Symbol for
noon on Friday,
twelve
at
held
because
is
that
said
but
reach,
tellurium
with Ray Rodden as
32
31
42 Iranian •
he would be in a '310-win March 24
ruler
37
if he responded to acolyte.
situation"
35
44 Ardent
idNN
all criticisms.
47 Chief
40
39
LAKE DATA
II
executive
1
"I'll answer to Kentucky
15
46
44
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.9.
47 43
the
51 Exist
to
not
but
Democrats,
Below dam 326.8 up 1.8.
52 Ireland
SO
press," he said.
17 4$ 49
53 Silkworm
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.0,
illNU
media
news
the
said
Hunt
54 Falsehood 52
0.2.
down
is
'55 Part of
aUN
seem to think there
53NUN
dam 332.6, up 1,7.
speech
so
something sinister about Below
56 Mans
6:06. Sunrise 6:04
Sunset
state
Democratic
Poste b. nrted Feature Syndicate, Inc
narne
inordinately long know where
they stood.
"Just to tell them what was
the delay," Hunt said. "...If
you all think Bell is so great,
you ought to go look at the
agency's records
Hunt's clear implication
was that Bell, who resigned
recently after public criticism
by Gov. Julian :Carroll, was
inadministratively
competent. Two unnamed sources were
quoted in a story in The
Courier-Journal March 5 as
saying Hunt pressured Bell
concerning new state strip

Holy Communion At
Episcopal Church

UN
NUN
IIUN
UUN
30 M
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Notice

Notice

5AMMORT

NOTICE
The
Flamingo
Club

POLYSTYRENE CEILINGS
•I
ARE NICER
:IA
USED IN
BATHROOMS
BASEMENTS
CELLARS
DAMP PLACES

Guthrie bad
Paris, Ti...
Is Now
OPen
Hoyt Wilson
Owner-Manager

NUN11NU

PEANUTS
YOU SEE,SIR WE ALL
NEED SOMEONE TO
KISS US GOODBYE...

NO ONE 51.10)1C13E EXPECTE'
TO 60 OFF TO SCHOOL,OR
TO WORK OR TO JOIN THE
NeWY WITHOUT SOMEONE
TO KISS HIM GOODBYE!

JUST HUMAN
NATURE...

NANCY

NO
FISHING

180

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News. Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Display.
Classified
CirClass'bed,
culation and the

Business Office may
be reached on 753916 and 753-1917

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets loWas 24 cents,8
x 18 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

GOD HAS BEEN
blessing HIS children
since the beginning of
creation. Genesis 5:2
Revelations 22:7. Are
you receiving God's
blessings? If not,., call
Bible
753-0984 for
chapters and verses of
God's blessing and how
you may receive-them
FOR
WATKINS
Colkact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK and white
_female German
Shepherd. In vicinity of Glendale. Call 753-7425
LOST TWO BEAGLES
MALE DOGS. If found
call 437-4170.
LOST PUPPY, female
white with black spots in
vicinity of College Farm
Rd. and N. 16th. Call 7534073.
LOST NEAR Donelsons
Grocery 1 young spotted
female dog. W. H.
Lawrence, 492-8413 on
collar. Reward.

Check
Your
Ad

6 Help Wanted

ore
Advertisers
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
This
correction.
be
will
newspaper
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion ANY
BE
SHOULD
ERROR
IM
REPORTED
MEDIATELY SO PLEASE
AD
YOUR
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOT/FY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.

MAR

SABRINA LESLIE
NO IMAGINATION?

,tOs
pe

Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple

INCOME
TAXES
prepared. Jerry
Burkeen Bookkeeping
Tax
and
Service,
Railroad Ave, Murray.
Call 753-4636, after 5 7533996.

ZERO, WHY PO I KEEP
TELLING YOU THE SAME
STUFF' OVER AND OVER
AGAIN?!

r

Novel Ile Used

YOUR NEED IS OURconcern. NEEDLINE,
751-6333.

HI, WARDEN

-

elev. 16., CO,

UUU
NUN
NU5

X le X 103C,

.eik.S

is now employed at

Evelyn:
Beauty Salon
Ceortrel Simeqpieg Owner

She invites all her
friends to call for an
appointment

753-2511

GENERAL OFFICE
work. Typing required,
must be experienced in
bookkeeping, Must be
fast and efficient. Good
conditions.
working
Paid holidays and
vacation. Pickup ap-'
plications Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday March 20, 21,
and 22. Murray Supply
co. 208 E. Main. No
phone calls please.
PARTS MAN for new and
used cars. Salary plus
commission. Fringe
benefits. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32 D.
WANTED LADY TO live
with elderly couple.
Salary
negotiable.
UnContact Pam
it cleftvtod"73-9838.
BABYSIITER for church
nursery for Sunday
ocmornings and
casional evenings. Call
7534824.
ENGINE
SMALL
mechanic, full time,
good working conditions. Fringe benefits.
Paid vacations. Pick up
applications at Murray
and
Lawn
Supply
Garden Center, Monday
and Tuesday, March 20
and-21 from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. only. No phone
calls please.
BABYSITFER needed 5
days a week for infant. .
Call 753-7868.

NOTICE
Housing Authority of Murray wishes to purchase 42 ton cab and chassis pick-up truck, 305 8Cylinder Engine, 4 ply rear snow tires, Power
Brakes, Power Steering, Standard Straight Shift,
131 Wheel Base.
All Bids should be submitted not later than April
3, with bids to be open at 1:30 p.m. in the office of the
Authority. Tax Exemption No. C-1446.
4

I-IONEY, ABOUT
THAr ARGUMENT
WE HAD-••

THE PHANTOM

/(1

SIMPLE VVHEN
WE GET WHERE WE
WHAT kiZE
YOUR PLANS WANT TO Go, WE
KILL YOU.
„.FOR L15

WHAT A BREAK TO
FIND THIS HOUSEBOAT.
WE MUST BE DOING
SOMETHING RIGHT...

-3i

--

'

-

Vik•

6 Help Wanted

15. Artiees For Sale

SALESMAN for new and
used cars. Salary pins
fringe
commission,
benefits. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32 D.

GRINDER WITH STAND
$25.00 Call 436-2289 after
5 p.m.

OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management with
real future for ambitious
people. Could be part
time. Call 759-137e.
DRIVER
TRUCK
wanted. Run all 49
states. References
required." Also turkeys
for sale. Call after 4 pm
435-4558.
BOOKKEEPER
Secretary for land
developer. Should know
and
entry
double
payroll. Shorthand not
necessary. 5 day week.
Send resume with expected salary to Box E,
Murray, Ky.
BEAUTICIAN
Call 753-7621.

wanted.

;200.00 WEEKLYpossible
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,
Box I88AY, Albany, Mo
64402.
KITCHEN HELP wanted
day and night shift. For
more information call
901-247-9902.
9 Situations Wanted
WANT YARDS to mow.
Call 489-2471.
12 Insurance

BURGLARY
AND
ROBBERY
INSURANCE
Now available to
most businesses at
reasonable rates.

Joe Sledd
Insurance
Itinie Street
7534842

14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1427-8322.
WANT TO BUY used
sliding glass door. Call
753-5595 or 753-5000.
WANTED WHITE oak
and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut or standing,
small or large track Call
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-5271630.
car seat'
TODDLERS
with safety shield. Call
753-5531.
WHITE OAK standing
for
$600
timber.
thousand feet. Call 901642-9379.
15. Articles ForSale
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th, Call
753-5719.
of
WORTH
$400
American Air Lines
tickets for only $200. Call
753-6448.
SMOKE. DETECTORS,
nationally' advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South.
12th.
1973 DODGE CHARGER,
black with stripes and
chrome wheels, 340
magnum engine, good
shape. Realistic
Patrolman Pro 77A, HiLo scanner,. 8 channel..
with all local crystals
and antenna. $125. Call
753-4443.
CUTLASS
1976
SUPREME Carpet
curtains, trolling motor,•
boat accessories, play
pen. Cull 753-6345.

_Amenmineemolowsmsemaymenmemomm,

USED SET OF World
Books. Call 435-4426.

REQUEST FOR BIDS

dresser,
ANTIQUE
_cabinet style stereo set.
Tappan oven, built-in
stove. Call 753-8124.

Mprr,,y State University is accepting proposals
to eablish a contract for all materials, labor
and necessary equipment to completely
renovate the areas damaged by the February 27,
1978 fire in Hester Hall Dormitory. Proposal
guidelines may be picked up at the Purchasing
Department, General Services Building, Chestnut St., Murray, KY, no later than 4:30 p.m.,
March 24, 1978.
All proposals must be received in the Purchasing
Dept., Murray State University, in a sealed envelope prior to the Bid Opening of April 10, 1978
at 10:00 a.m. in the Bid Opening Room. All
inquiries to be made to the Dirfctor Of Purchasing Mr. brane Shelley,(502)762-2703.

5' X 8'PING PONG table,
like new. Used 2 weeks.
25" color T. V. Both for
$100 25", Zenith console,
$150. Call 492-8648.
LARGE'RECORD and
tape display-racks.-See
at J and B Music, 7537575.
8 X 6 ALUMINUM
storage shed. $675. Call
901-247-5628,

WEED EATERS, model
507. $43.99. Roto shear
model 2201, $36.50.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TILLERS chain drive, 5
h.p. B and S engine.
$199.95. Wallin,Hardware, Paris.
TWIN SIZE BED frame,
complete With mattress
and springs. $40. Call
753-1733.
AMERICAN
EARLY
dining table. Chest with
9 drawers, life time
finish, just right for
childs room. T.V. game,
plays 4 games, like new.'
Call 753-1611.
TWO WOOD COOK
stoves. Good shape. Call
753-6083,
16 Home Furnishings
UPRIGHT freezer, 40"
*electric stove. Call 7535949.
30" ELECTRIC cook
stow., _liatvest. gold. _
Kelvinator. Call 492-8475
after 5 p. m.
30" ELECTRIC RANGE.
Good
condition.
Reasonable. Call 7537501.
TABLE wrrH 4 chairs.
Excellent condition. $30.
Call 435-4262 after 6 p.m.
18 Sewing
USED SINGER Sewing
machine,rig rag and all
regular
attachments.
guaranteed.
Fully
Sewes perfects.
cash price, $31.50
Payments-, may be
arranged. call Martha
Hopper, 3544619.
HOUSE OF Thousand.s in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia Min,ervr
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
and
embroidery
neeflepoint. Complete
lineof accessories for all
Needlearts. 15 per cent
Senior Citizen discount.
Alsn professional
monogramming done by
Eva. Phone 753-3855.
19 Farm Equipment
1951 RED BELLY Ford
tractor. Can be seen at
916 N. lath.
FOR SALE-four row
International corn
excellent
planter,
condition. Call 492-8286.
180
MASSEY
FERGUSON diesel
farm tractor Multipower, roll bar with top,
power adjust wheels,
only 1800 hours. Call 7530649 after 6 p.m.
16' TANDEM stock
trailer,. also 20' goose
neck flat bed, 3 axle 8
foot-wide. Call 759-4088.
CASE COMBINE 600,
excellent condition.
Pickup hydraulic reel.
Straw chopper. Well
maintained in dry. Call
753-3976-or 527-8193 after
5:30p.m.
1975 175 MF DIESEL with
four 14" plows. Air
conditloti:INo till. Four
row planter_ _With 6
coulters. Call 436-2372.
ALLIS CHAMLER rotobaler: Two years old.
Call 4354277.
FOR SALE 135 ferguson
with
tractor
implements. Slightly used.
220 hours. Edwin Parks,
435-4347.
WEST KY, GRAIN
HANDLING
Equipment-bins, buckets
elevators, farm fan
dryers. call 1-345-2437 or
1-2474558.
20 Sports Equipment
14' ALUMINUM jcin boat,
trailer, lawrence fish
locator, trolling motor,
new Evinrude.Call 7535440.
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20 Sports Equipment
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15' ASTROGLASS
bass boat. 80 h.p.
Mercury with power
trim, battery, trolling
motor, depth finder,
Bilge pump aireater live
bait well. Wonder state
trailer. Ready to go
fishing Call 753-9376
after 5 p.m.
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COMPLETE CB radio
outfit. Royce 23 channel
base station, power
mike, regular mike, 150
watt linear amp, coax,
and starduster antenna
on 40 ft. push up mast.
Call 753-0649 after 6 p.m.

18 H.p. EVINRUDE, like
new. Phone 753-5693 or
753-5739.
1973 PEN YEN 21 ft. 225
h.p. Tunnel drive.
Equipped for lake
salmon
Michigan
fishing. Call 759-1184.

REPOSSESSED 25"
Magnavox color T.V.
Need
someone
to
assume small monthly
payment. all 753-7575.

14' DURACRAFT boat
and accessories. 25 h.p.
Johnson motor. Excellent condition. Edwin
Parks, 435-4347.

27 Mobile Home Sales

14' POIARCRAFT Jon
boat. Trailer and motor.'
5 h.p. Johnson. Call 435-4277.
1973 MARLIN gemini
Runabout. 16': Red
h.p.
metallic, 115
motor.
Mercury
Shorelander trailer,
fully equipped. Excellent condition. Call
435-4150 after 5:30.

1972 12 X 65 very mod
trailer, 2 bedrooms, two
baths, fully furnished,
sun roof, extra high
ceilipg in living room,
sunken bedroom and
bath tub. Sun deck, bar
and
underpinning.
Excellent condition.
$6500. Call 753-4340.
14 X 70 WINDSOR mobile
home. Two bedroom, allelectric, air conditioned.
Ca11.354-6292.

**a

Cortdiod Sy IPA
Arad Costly

NO...* Rapala

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
old 49.444.1 me a
Nemo
mot sir. 4.4, marvel mi. OA
rows
I. %swami.
100 South 13th St

Phone 753-3914
Reaches,Sliver Fisk.
and Shrubs

24 Miscellaneous

30 Business Rentals
50 X 96 METAL building
on Industrial road. For
rent office suite on South
5th street. Call after 6,
753-5595 or days 753-5000.
32 Apartments For Rent
BEDROOM
TWO
apartment, South 11th
Street. 8150. Call 7534453.
WINCHESTER
APARTMENTS. Inquire
Apartment 10 or call 7530344.
FOR RENT-unfurnished
2 bedroom apartment.
• Nea-rdOWfitOwn Murray.
Call 753-4109.

LAWN MOWERS 3'2 h.p.
22" cut. B and S engine.
$88.88. Wall,uls „Hardware, Paris.

APARTMENT three
rooms. Near Downtown.
Call 753-2818.

1974 12 X 65 TWO
BEDROOM. Two full
baths,
completely
furnished, With small
storage building. $6,000..
Call 753-0457.

FURNISHED, one or 2
married
bedroom,
couples and singles only.
ApartZimmerman
ments, South 16th, 7536609.

ANNOUNCING THE
OPENING OF

fter

B & J HYDRAULICS
We specialize in rebuilding Hydraulic cylinders,
jacks and pumps. Hydraulic hose made to order
while you wait. All work guaranteed. Located on
1346, Just off Highway 94 East. Open 8 a.m. -5
p.m. Monday thru Friday. 22 years experience in
Hydraulic fields.

MIN YOUR STUMM P11011LENS TO US
430-2180

otoold.

'son
imsed.
rks,

k IN
lipets
fan
7 or

ioat,
fish
)tor,
753-

78 Acre farm 60 acres
tillable. Located 9
miles north of Murray.
building
Excellent
location with an excellent stock barn.
Priced to sell at $700
per acre. Was in corn
last year.

Call 153-8312

KROGER
Applications for part time employment
ONLY will be accepted for the Kroger
Store located at 610 Central Shopping
Center on 641 North. Apply in person at
the Holiday Inn,located on Highway 641
South, Tuesday, March 21, 1978,9 a.m.-4
p.m. We will accept applications for part
time: Checkers, baggers, grocery and
produce clerks, dell clerks and meat
wrappers.
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

; 1978

United Fealve SrrdiCate Inc

120Nt KNOW WHAT /1,1`? FATHER
DOES ON WALL STREET, BUT HE
COMES HOME GROANING."
GILTS bred. Call 753-5831.

38. Pets - Supplies

753-4451

100,
on.
eel.
Vell

vith
Air
'our
6
372.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

37 Livestock Supplies
WHITE MALE HOG. Full
stock. 250-300 lb. Call
753-5618 between 2:30 li
and 10 p.m.

AKC BLACK miniature
Schnauzer pups._ Ready
to leave April 7th. Now
taking deposits $754100.
Call 435-4481.

LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
Canterbury
lovely
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then- call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
further
for
office
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.

S
.

IS\ n
1m BOYD-MAJORSl"
REAL ESTATE
7534080
1'n

SerN

With The Friendly Touch"

START SPRING IN
YOUR
NEW
BUSINESS. New 51'
x 24' Auto Clean upshop. Heated and insulated,
hotwater
heater, two 10 x 10
overhead doors,floor
drains, paneled office and bath. 2 acres
of land. ONLY
$15,500. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

PROPERTY
NEED
ZONED R-4 or B-2?
Need a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices, restaurant,
drug stem retail sales,
or consumer Services?
We have listed properly
zoned properities
located north, south,
east for these permitted
uses. Call us today.
Loretta Jobs Relators,
753-1492.

Waldrop Realty
-In Business
Since 1956753-5646

3110

49 Used Cars & Trucks

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

SIX REGISTERED black
Angus bulls. Age 10
month-2 years old. Call
437-4365.

WI X,

45 Farms For Sale

36 Foi Rent Or Lease
WE OFFICES at 703
South 4th Street: For
more information call
753-5287 or 753-0839.

=PR
FREE I,
Termite
Inspection

X

32 Apartments Fot Rent
NEW TWO BEDROOM
Townhouse apartment,
range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal.
Washer dryer hookup.
All carpeted. Central
heat and air. Call 753-

43 Real Estate
DON't DIS
IF YOU
ARE LOW ON CASHwe'll arrange the terms
on this well maintained
two bedroom latick with
den located on lot with
- -garden, area-just 4
minutes from city
limits. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

1975 TWO BEDROOM
trailer and nice lot. AKC REGISTERED
Central heat and air, --,
--fetnale Yorkshire
Near East Calloway
Terrier puppy. Call
School. Reasonable. Call
Paris 1-901-642-8909.
436-2658.
AKC IRISH
Setter
1975 12 X 652 bedroom, all
puppies. Seven weeks
197118' GLASTRON with
electric 'Central air,
old. Have had shots. Call,
accessories. Call 753Tully carpeted, unafter 4 p.m. 1-928-2877.
9580.
furnished. Like new See
at Riviera Cts. Call 753- AKC REGISTERED
22 Musical
before 5 p.m.
3280
female Dalamation 1
MUSIC
KIMBALL
year old. Call 492-8861.
CENTER 601 Broad- 1971 12 x 65 Pt baths, 3
way, Paducah, Ky.
bedroom, unfurnished.
REGISTERED American
Across from Irving Cobb
Call 753-9570.
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879. Shop
29. Mobile Home Rentals
Call 554-2153, Paducah.
if you like, but check our
MOBILE HOMES and
prices. Open late Friday
mobile home spaces for AKC REGISTERED
nights.
German
Shepherd
rent, at Riviera Courts.
puppies. Solid white and
CAR
Call 753-3280.
PIONEER
solid black. Call 554'STEREO, SUPER2153, Paducah.
TUNERS,and speakers. TWO BEDROOM trailer,
12 X 50. Shady Oaks
Installation available:"
43 Real Estate
Trailer Ct. Call 489-2533.
stereo
car
Your
specialists. Sunset
Purdom I Thurman
Boulevard Music, MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Dixieland Center, 753Insurance
& ReefEstate'
Fox
and
Estates
0113.
Souths:d• Court Square
Meadows, South 16th
Murray, Kentucky
753-3855.

)r n
ent
286.

Y
se I
iltitop,
els,
753-

26 TV Radio

THREE MONTH OLD
stereo with speaker,
has AM-FM radio and 8
track tape player with
turn table. In good
condition Call 753-9603
after 5 p.m.

8' POOL TABLE with all
accessories iballs, rack,
sticks, etc.) in excellent
condition. Call 753-8200.

'5

.
4211
6.

48 ACRES just listed
this week. Includes 30
tendable acres and
several good wooded
buildings sites, Owner
wants fast sale. Priced
Phone
$31,800.
at
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.

46. Homes For Sale
43 Real Estate
TWO NEW HOMES for
DUE TO SALES THIS
sale in Canterbury
YEAR. The Nelson
Estates. Call 753-1358
Needs
Co.
Shroat
after 5.
listings for the buyers
we,have waiting. If you
TITREE
BEDROOM
want to 'sell your
property, list with the " HOUSE, completely
'carpeted and drapes.
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Near Shopping Center.
Realtors, Uncle Jeff's
Call 759-1305.
Shopping -Center. 7591707.
WELL PLANNED home
for family living with
energy efficient heat
Guy Spann Realty
pump. Four bedrooms,
'Your key People
In Neal Estate'
21
/
2 baths, large den with
753-7724
fireplace. Formal dining
901 SyCIIIIIOre
Murray, Ity
room and eat-in kitchen.
NEicr-and
-7
1-'ice. Call 753in
NEW LISTING
3903.
Westwood Subdivision.
47. Motacycles
Brick rancher featuring
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den 1972 175 YAMAHA trail
with fireplace, central
bike. Extra nice. Call
heat and air, attached 2
after 5, 489-2570,
car garage, and priced in
the 40's. This home .is
175 KAWASAKI trail
approximately one year
bike. Excellent conold and is like New.!
dition. Call 437-4437.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 7534122 for
1973 YAMAHA 100 Cross
complete information on
Country,
fiberglass
all homes listed through
fenders and tank. Nobby
the multiple listing
tires. $175. Call 436-2253.
service.

Professional Ser\i(
With The Friendly Touch'

COMMERCIALLY
ZONES ... This lot is
61' x 320' on South 4th
Street. 50' building
set-back. No restriction on building width. Only $10,900. Call
Today! Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

South 12th at Sycamor•
TELEPHONE

7531051

RENTAL INCOME
PROPERTY just listed
near the university. Bilevel brick home with
main' floor having 3
bedrooms, 1'2 baths.
Additional 6 apartments
with separate entrances
in lower level. Central
natural gas heating and
central electric air.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY. 753-1222 for
courteous, reliable
service.

A
ON
LOCATED
QUIET, tree-shaded
street is this 3 bedroom
brick ranch home just
waiting for _ your family.
Fully--,carpeted
throughout, home has
living room, dining
room, large den and
THE NELSON SKROAT
abundant storage areas.
CO. REALTORS
KOPPERUD
phone
759-1707
REALTY, 753-1222 or
lefts
Sloop/Me Coats!
Uncle
come by our conveniently located office
in the White House
Building, 711 Main for all PROUDLY we rave about
your real estate needs!-- this 3 bedroom brick
4ivith sunken living room,
formal dining area,
custom built kitchen
with appliances including refrigeratorfreezer, two full baths,
restful patio area with
private brick wall.
Statel bricked columns
bring you into the drive
to a double garage with
automatic openers...
Just listed ..Call Mow.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
1707 Olive. 3 bedroom 2 bath
brick losseni 2 blocks from
camps. Hos mesa 'erten
apartment mid deteclied apsetumid. SIsam rent for $200
martlity. $49,030.

753-3263 Anytime
THINKING OF SPRING?
Why not start planning
now for that borne
lake. We have just listed
2 quality homes in
Panorama Shores, wily
10 miles from lyikutay.
Both are year-round
homes on beautiful
wooded lots. Take advantage of pre-spring
price's and let us tell you
more about the advantages of Lake-Front
Living. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222, anytime.

BY OWNER-75 acre
farm, 7 room house with
3 bedrooms, utility room
and enclosed back
porch. 1 mile west of
Dexter. Two stock
barns, milk barn, smoke
house, chicken house.
All
under
fence.
$100,000. Call 753-5618
between 2:30 p.m. - 10
p.m.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753 8080
.1Services

y,

Tow h

PLAN AHEAD FOR
SUMMER If you've
been thinking about a
weekend retreat cottage at the lake,
then now is the time
to act. 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, large kitchen.
90 x 150 Lot in
Panorama Shores.
ONLY $18.000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th

Have your motorcycle ready
for Spring, with our new parts
and accessories' Complete
line of tune-up parts, lubricants, engine parts, dmins
sprockets, cables, tires & batteries, chrome and more. Lots
of other parts and accessories
on the way. Also coming
soon, our new. Motorcycle
Service Center!!
Motorcycle Pens
SIP* &
Service Cinder
307 N.44 St.
CaH 759.1919

48. Automotive Service
BAR AIN: CAR va
teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guarantee, $26.36; 5 year
guarantee, $30.99; 5
year
guarantee,
maintenance
free,
$34.99. Wallin Hardware,Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Gall 4362204.
1975 DATSUN little
Hustler pickup. With
topper. Like new, low
mileage, one owner.
AM-FM radio. Call 4892595. .
1975 CHEVY 34 ton
Suburban.
Scottsdale
454 V-8 and more. Call
759-1184.
1976 GRAN LE MANS,
metallic blue, AM-FM 8
track, tilt steering,
cruise control with'
bucket seats. $3500. 1973
Riviera extra sharp,
loaded. $2800. 1967 Ford
pickup good body,. runs
but needs mechanical
work. $400 1969 Marlette
trailer, 2 bedroom, 1 1,2
baths, 12 X 8 extension.
Plenty of- closet and
cabinet space. New
carpet, pattially furnished, central air and
heat. New washer and
dryer included. $4800
Call 759-4904 before 5
P.m..
1972 LUV - PICKUP with
tool box. Call 753-1702
after 5 p.m.
1966 (;11EVY. Call 4379505.

1971
FOUR DOOR
Chevrolet Caprice. All
power.. Air conditioning.
Good condition. Call 7531262.
1967 CADILLAC De Ville.
All power, good shape,
reasonable. Call 753-5795
after 5 p.m.
1971 FORD GALAXIE,
$750. Call 759-1049 after 5
p.m.

50 Campers

51 Services Offered

WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-5228507.

51. Services Offered
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field'
tile lines installed, 28
--years
experience.
Licensed through Health ,
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

1%70 THUNDERBIRD
$400. Call 753-7271.
1971 FORD pickup, good
condition. Call 753-4441
after 6 p.m.
1957 CHEVY pickup, V-8,
automatic, custom
wheels, tires. Good
Conidition. $1200 or
trade for * dar. Inquire
101 Clark St.
1967 V. W. Squareback,
air condition. New tires.
Call 753-9371.
1974 FORD
250. Long
power and
sharp. Call

RANGER
whell base,
air. Black,
753-7791.

1973
GM-C-- pinup,
-automatic, air and
power, sharp. In excellent condition. Call
753-8764 after 5 p.m. or
weekends.
1961 LINCOLN • continental. Call 435-4433.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
WILL HAUL driveway
white rock, lime, sand,
decorative rock. Also
free estimates
on
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Husl.son, 7534545 or 753-6763.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home. Call 7530684.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

1971 PONTIAC Catalina, 4
door, new tires, new INSULATION BLOWN in
muffler, new battery,
by Sears save on these
new tail pipe, recent
high heat and cooling
tuneup, excellent
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
condition. $695. Call 753- • for free estimates.
8120.
1973 CHRYSLER, 4 door,
excellent condition
Automatic, air, almost
new steel belted tires.
New brakes. Extra
sharp. $2200. Call 4362461.
LTD
FORD
i972
Brougham,
Am-Fm
radio, power steering
and brakes. Air. power,
windows, new radials,
look like new. Call 753. 7715.
1972 PLYMOUTH, 4 door
sedan. Phone 753-5278.
1969 FORD 100 pickup,
long bed.See at 100 South
13th Street. Good condition. Call 753-3914.
1974 DATSUN B210, $2100.
Must sell. Call 767-2455.
1971 FORD Van, 6
cylinder, 'standard
transmission, new indoor
outdoor
carpeting.
Completely
insulated.
Excellent condition
$1695. Call 753-8119 days,
753-6209 nights.

FENCE'SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 7534873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
WANT TO DO babysitting
" in my home. Experienced. Prefer infants. Call 436-2235,
INCOME TAX SERVICE: "We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
Also available for
special appointments.
MITCHELL,
BLACKTOPPINGsealing, patching
stripping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.

CHEVROLET
1970
Caprit . Two door.
Hardtop. Good condition.
$550.Call 753-6915.
CHEVROLET
1974
pickup. 'LWB, 66,200
miles. Power steering,
power brakes and air.
Call collect after 6:00,
901-247-5327.

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-3544951
or 1-362-4895.
SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Calm.
753-5933.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears Continuous gutters installed per your,
specifications,
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
- Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.
PROFESSIONAL
chimney
cleaning
Prevent a chimney fire
in your home. Call 7594878.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WILL MAKE CUSTOM
made drapes. Call 753- r
6648.
WILL DO lawn and
garden work, odd jobs.
Have truck. $3.00 hour.
Call 492-8318.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
Fott YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs.
Also
septic
tank
cleaning. Call John Lane.
Phone 753-8669 or 4365348.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN, prompt efficient service. No job too
small. Call Earnest
White, 753-0605.

Laws I
lards. Coiner
Agri-Products
Hwy. 121 Her%
Mum", Ky.
753-3000
tandscape Desip
...landscape Mame
Plants
Garden Seed
Imre Spry*
(Fertilizer & Herbicides)
Itenevertien & Seeding
lawn Aerintion
hydro-tillsicking

"MEM
FREE BLACK female
cat with white spot on
chest. Has been spade.
gentle. Call 753-3994.

ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.

Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights

1969 BUICK Electra 4
door, $595. Call 753-4445
after 4 except weekends
1971 EL CAMiN0 truck,
$1595. Call 753-4445 after
4 except weekenas:
1975 BUICK Electra, 4
door. $4150. Call 753-4445
after 4 except weekends.

50 Campers
COACHMAN
1 969
camper. 18 ft 51800 Call
r753-6805.

ert
CP‘itC16$
000"4.*
00"0.•14.
FclE7i
"
R

00

site

SALE!

197$ Travel
Trailers

1971 Pop-Ups
Al amid Campers

'100" Off

s50°° off
s50" off

This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-78

The only cure for Cabin Fever
as the outdoors and the best
way to en)oy the outdoors Ls
with a StarcrafitCamper Ott,
special prices make this
remedy easy to take

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
*House
Calls

94 NO 4 Mk.. 4...•
753-4.07

*Hospital

Calls

*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.

Call this number after 5 00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.

Confused
About how to decorate your bathroom?
Who wouldn't be with so many materials on
the market today, and everybody screaming
'that their's is the best.'
Before you decide, come see our marble
display. We think it speaks for itself. We
think you will agree.

Put an end to your confusion at

FL-rnk financing available

Whito's Camper Solos

OPEN WEEKDAYS
Hon.-Wed. 8-1
WISED ON THURSDAYS
Fri. .5 Sat 8-2:30

So 9th

Thornton Tile
St. And Marble

753-5719

-Quality That Will Please-
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Funerals 1
Ford Adams.Dies At
Hospital On Friday

SCHOOL
-5

LUNCH MENU

Menus for the lunchrooms at
the various schools for .the
week of March 20-24 have been
released by the food service

Private School Textbook Law
I

A

I

Palm Sunday Event

Israelis Overrun
Six More Strongholds

Scheduled For
Christian Church

Calloway, and Glinda Jeffrey,
.Murray. They are subject to
The First Christian Church
Ford Adams:-owner
-bccasional change and are as, FRANKFORT, Ky.(Al-') -7_ Prospect, olposes the free
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